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What is Attendant Care? 
“Attendant Care may include hands-on-assistance 
(actually performing a task for the person), reminding, 
observing, and/or guiding a waiver participant in ADLs 
(such as bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring and 
maintaining continence) and IADLs (more complex life 
activities such as personal hygiene, light housework, 
laundry, meal planning and preparation, transportation, 
shopping, community involvement, money 
management, and assistance with medication 
administration as it relates to personal care needs). 
This service may also include making medical 
appointments and accompanying the participant during 
medical appointments but does not include the 
provision of direct medical services.”  

(Department for Aging and Independent Living, 2015) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker:Introduce the topic and then read the DAIL definition of ‘attendant care’ to the learner.



Person-Centered 
Care 
Why We Do What We Do. 
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Person Centered Principals 
• Ensure the dignity and respect for each person as a valued 

individual. 
• Be entitled to the rights, privileges, opportunities, and 

responsibilities of community membership. 
• Be supported and encouraged to develop personal relationships, 

learning opportunities, work and income options, and worship 
opportunities as full participants in community. 

• Be based on individually determined goals, choices, and priorities. 
• Be easily accessed and provided the services they need regardless 

of the intensity of individual need. 
• Be afforded the opportunity to direct the planning, selection, 

implementation, and evaluation of their services. 
• Require that funding be flexible and cost effective and make use of 

natural, generic, and specialized resources. 
• Be the primary decision makers in their own lives. 
• Be evaluated based on outcomes for the individual. 
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Person-Centered Planning 
• Participants choose and direct their Service Plan. 
• Providers are chosen by the participant.  
• Providers must participate in the person      

centered team meeting either by phone or in 
person.  

• Team members may also include family members, 
community members or anyone of the 
participants choice.  

• The team determines the how much, how often 
and the when and where services should be 
provided. 

(Department for Aging and Independent Living, 2016) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is person-centered care?Encouraging community involvementEncourage personal developmentRelationships, learning opportunities, work and income options, worship opportunitiesEnsuring participant involvement in POCPlan/select/implement/evaluate servicesProviding dignity and respectparticipant as primary decision makerPromoting independence and achieving highest level of personal independence“Patient-centered care is driven in part by the ethical principle of autonomy and considers patients' cultural traditions, personal preferences, values, family situations, and lifestyles. Patient decision-making capacity, surrogate decision making with or in the absence of a patient's advance directive, and the right to refuse treatment are three patient-care issues that are central to the work done by…clinical ethicist that have strong relevance to patient-centered care.” (2011 American Society for Healthcare Risk Management of the American Hospital Association.)



Privacy, Dignity, and 
Respect 
Protecting the Participant’s Rights 
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Healthcare Ethics 
Ethics: 

A system of moral behavior and beliefs.  It includes 
the following: 
• Autonomy = The right of the participant to have 

control of his/her decisions. 
• Beneficence = Health care providers must do all that 

they can to benefit the participant. 
• Non-maleficence = Do no harm.  
• Justice = There should be fairness for both 

participants and attendants. 
• Gifts cannot be accepted from participants. 7 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic definitions of each of the four principles of health care ethics are commonly known and used often in the English language, but they take on special meaning when being utilized in a medical setting. All of these principles play a key role in ensuring optimal patient safety and care.1. Autonomy: In medicine, autonomy refers to the right of the patient to retain control over his or her body. A health care professional can suggest or advise, but any actions that attempt to persuade or coerce the patient into making a choice are violations of this principle. In the end, the patient must be allowed to make his or her own decisions – whether or not the medical provider believes these choices are in that patient’s best interests – independently and according to his or her personal values and beliefs.2. Beneficence: This principle states that health care providers must do all they can to benefit the patient in each situation. All procedures and treatments recommended must be with the intention to do the most good for the patient. To ensure beneficence, medical practitioners must develop and maintain a high level of skill and knowledge, make sure that they are trained in the most current and best medical practices, and must take their patients’ individual circumstances into account: what is good for one patient will not necessary benefit another.3. Non-Maleficence: Non-maleficence is probably the best known of the four principles. In short, it means, “to do no harm.” This principle is intended to be the end goal for all of a practitioner’s decisions, and means that medical providers must consider whether other people or society could be harmed by a decision made, even if it is made for the benefit of an individual patient.4. Justice: The principle of justice states that there should be an element of fairness in all medical decisions: fairness in decisions that burden and benefit, as well as equal distribution of scarce resources and new treatments, and for medical practitioners to uphold applicable laws and legislation when making choices.Source: Saint Joseph’s Universityhttp://online.sju.edu/resource/health-human-services/four-principles-of-health-care-ethics-improve-patient-care



Confidentiality: HIPAA 
• HIPAA-Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 

1996 says: 
• Information about a participant’s health may only be given 

to authorized individuals. (Guardian, representative, 
spouse, parent, healthcare professionals)  

• Casual conversations with unauthorized individuals about 
the participant that may allow someone to identify them 
are also covered. 

• Violations can mean: 
• Fines 
• Possible prison time 

• Your role 
• Know what to say and when you can say it and to whom 

you can say it. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In your agency orientation, you will learn how to apply HIPAA and participant confidentiality rules.  Pay close attention to these rules!  Violating patient confidentiality can have severe and long reaching effects on you, your participant, and your employer.Some take away about confidentiality:Do not speak to others about your participant unless they absolutely must know the information.  This would be people such as your care team, the participant, the participant’s doctor, and the person identified as the participant’s primary caregiver.  This does NOT include well meaning, concerned, extended family, friends, church members, or any other community member who is not directly authorized to receive the information.Protected information includes ANY information that can potentially identify who your participant is.  This includes his name, address, phone number, previous occupation or standing in the community, where he attends religious services, and any other information that someone could use to put “two and two together” and identify your participant.Don’t speak to your friends and family in vague terms such as “I have a participant—I can’t tell you his name—but he has Alzheimer's.  It’s really challenging at times to care for him.  His daughter, she’s a school teacher in Bowling Green, tries really hard but she’s just overwhelmed.  It’s really sad to think that my participant used to run the local bank over on 3rd street and now he doesn’t even remember his daughter’s name”You might not have said your participant’s name, but you’ve given enough information that someone could reasonably identify the individual.  Your best course of action is to simply not discuss your participant with anyone – not even in vague terms – except the care team and his primary caregiver.



Critical Incidents 
A critical incident is an event that potentially or actually 
impacts the health, safety, or welfare of the participant. It 
includes the following:  

• Death  
• Alleged or suspected abuse, neglect or exploitation  
• Homicidal or suicidal ideation  
• Missing person  
• Medication error resulting in consultation or 

intervention of a skilled person.  
• An event involving police or emergency response 

personnel intervention.  
• Other action or event that may result in harm to the 

participant.  
(Department for Aging and Independent Living, 2015) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical incidents are reportable immediately.  If you become aware of any of these incidents involving your participant, report it to your supervisor immediately!  They will gather information from you and report it to the DAIL for follow up.Failure to report a critical incident can result in reprimand or punishment from your agency, and may impact your employment with the agency.When in doubt, report it!



What Happens after an Incident? 
The Attendant will notify their supervisor/agency designee. The 
Attendant or agency designee will notify the case manager/ 
service advisor.   
 

The Attendant will:  
• Immediately assess the situation to determine if there is 

immediate risk to the health, safety and welfare of participant.  
• Notify DCBS-Protection and Permanency and the Participant’s 

Primary Care Provider.  
• Complete the Critical Incident Form Page 1 and fax or email to      

Case Manager/Service Advisor. 
• Case Manager/Service Advisor will complete an investigation/ 

follow up within 7 days and complete Page 2 of the Critical 
Incident Form.   

• Case Manager/Service Advisor is responsible for maintaining 
documentation/report. 

 (Department for Aging and Independent Living, 2016) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you report a critical incident, your supervisor will notify the DAIL and begin an investigation into the incident.  Your cooperation with the investigation is critical in a positive outcome.



Person Centered Service Plan 
The Person Centered Service Plan was formerly called the 
Plan of Care. It is a way to identify the services the participant 
needs.  It will include input from the participant, all providers and 
other caregivers or individuals the participant wants to have 
input. 
• It will: 

• Develop an order or schedule that usually lists the most 
important task first and the least important task last. 

• Record what your participant considers a priority. 
• Include the goals and objectives for the participant’s care. 
• Indicate what are his/her abilities. 
• Provide your hours of service and all tasks to be completed. 
• List all other medical or service providers and their tasks 

(Skilled Home Health, PT, OT, Speech, etc.). 11 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When caring for your participant, remember that your primary goal is to promote independence.  This means helping him to help himself.  It also means that you need to do some planning ahead to make your work day flow smoothly.  The slide offers some tips to consider as you plan your day.



Culture and the Family 
Cultural 

Competence: 
 

To be familiar with, 
and have a basic 
understanding of a 
participant’s 
culture and 
function within the 
family group and 
greater 
community. 12 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Culture and familyMany factors influence family function: size, economic resources, needs of each member, culture of members and of the country in which they live.  Sometimes, a family functions within the rules of their native country but live in the United States.  This may cause conflict between family member roles and the relationship and expectations of the Health Care team.  In some family’s the senior mail makes decisions; in others, the mother in law makes the decisions.  In some families, children are important, and educated, and cared for; in others, they enter the workforce at a young age.  The family culture has a great impact on its structure ; decision-making; and members reactions to illness, pain, and healing.  You must be sensitive to these issues as they will affect your participant.  If you do not understand certain actions or decisions or believed actions are not helping your participant, discuss these with your supervisor.  Health Care workers must be culturally competent, which means having basic knowledge and understanding about the culture of their participant and of the family.  If the family is multicultural (more than one culture) The Home Care provider and the supervisor must take all the cultures into consideration when planning and carrying out the care.  Understanding culture means understand its members basic ideas about themselves, their relationship to their family members, and their ideas about Health Care.  Learning new skills and information is accomplished in different ways in different cultures.  It is important that you are aware of how each person learns and obtains new knowledge.



Culture 
• Ethnic Diversity is: 

• A variety of religions, cultures, and races living within 
an area. 

• Culture is: 
• A group’s collective shared thoughts, values, beliefs, 

and behaviors. 
• How does this affect your work? 

• Communicating with Non-English speaking participants 
and families may require an interpreter. 

• You will need to know what are the acceptable ways to 
interact with this participant?  May you touch them 
without permission, i.e. 

• Although it may be frustrating at times, always speak in 
appropriate tones; no shouting or angry voice. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultural competence in health care describes the ability of systems to provide care to patients with diverse values, beliefs, and behaviors, including tailoring delivery to meet patients' social, cultural, and linguistic needs. (Source: Commonwealth Fund)What does this mean for you?  It means that you:Are considerate of your participant’s ethnic backgroundAre considerate of your participant’s cultural backgroundCommunicate with him in his preferred methodWhen planning care, you must take the participant’s ethnic, cultural, and communication preferences into consideration.  If you are uncertain about a certain culture or ethnic practice, ask!  Most participants are proud of their ethnic and cultural background and will be more than happy to teach you how to incorporate it into your care.



Communication 
What is verbal communication: 
• It is an exchange of ideas through spoken words. 
• It includes the tone of voice, speed of speech, inflection, and 

choice of words. 
• It creates a verbal picture of what you want the listener to see and 

understand. 
What is written communication: 
• It may be written notes or cues or pictures indicating a task or 

question. 
• It includes the Service Plan and any specific instruction as to how 

to provide the best care for the participant.  
• Your documentation of the day’s care and progress toward goals 

and objectives. 
• Remember: 

• Neatness, legibility and choice of words reflect on your quality 
of work. 

• Always sign your name, date and title to every piece of 
documentation. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SpeakerDiscuss times that each style of communication is used.  This slide is a brief introduction and a later slide will elaborate.



Non Verbal Communication 
We are always sending messages without using words.   
 
• Body Language is a combination of gestures that function as a 

form of communication, i.e. pointing, slouching, crossed arms, 
etc. 

• 90% of communication is non-verbal 
• It Includes: 

• The way we do or do not look at someone. 
• The way we stand. 
• Where we stand. 
• What else we are doing at the time. 
• Simply placing your hand palms up and extending it 

slowly is universally understood as a gesture of 
sensitivity and concern.  It may decrease a tense 
situation. 15 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker:Discuss and offer examples of non-verbal communication.  Demonstrations are a beneficial here.



Basic Rules for Communication 
• Be a nonjudgmental observer and listener. 
• Accept communication without stating a personal opinion. 

• Be a careful listener. 
• What was said?  Do both parties understand the same thing? 
• What wasn’t said?  Are there pieces missing? 
• How was it said?  Is the tone of voice angry or sad or happy? 

• Be sensitive 
• Respect moods – Happy, sad, glad, mad. 
• Be courteous and tactful. 
• Be polite and considerate. 
• Never be critical.  
• Summarize information and instructions in a way the 

participant can easily understand. 
16 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SpeakerDiscuss the topics on the slide with the group.  Ask for examples of good and bad communication the learners have experienced.Examples to get ideas flowing:Times that a person’s body language did not match their verbal communicationPoorly written notes or text messages that created confusion for the reader.Well written directions or assembly instructions?Times that the learners understood what someone was ‘saying’ through body language even though that person didn’t speak (a kind hand, smile, frown, etc)



Communication and Hearing 
Changes 

• One of the most common conditions affecting older 
adults. 

• Approximately 1 in 3 people in the US between 65 
and 74 experience hearing loss. 

• Nearly 50% of people over 75 experience hearing 
loss. 

121 

Source: National Institutes of Health 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Age-related hearing loss (presbycusis) is the loss of hearing that gradually occurs in most of us as we grow older. It is one of the most common conditions affecting older and elderly adults.Approximately one in three people in the United States between the ages of 65 and 74 has hearing loss, and nearly half of those older than 75 have difficulty hearing. Having trouble hearing can make it hard to understand and follow a doctor’s advice, respond to warnings, and hear phones, doorbells, and smoke alarms. Hearing loss can also make it hard to enjoy talking with family and friends, leading to feelings of isolation.Age-related hearing loss most often occurs in both ears, affecting them equally. Because the loss is gradual, if you have age-related hearing loss you may not realize that you’ve lost some of your ability to hear.There are many causes of age-related hearing loss. Most commonly, it arises from changes in the inner ear as we age, but it can also result from changes in the middle ear, or from complex changes along the nerve pathways from the ear to the brain. Certain medical conditions and medications may also play a role.Source: National Institutes of Healthhttps://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/age-related-hearing-lossHow do we hear?  Watch this video! https://youtu.be/PeTriGTENoc



Consequences of Hearing 
Changes: 

• More difficulty hearing if there is background noise. 
• Difficulty distinguishing between higher frequency 

consonants such as t, p, k, f, s and ch. 
• Woman and children are hard to understand 

because of their higher pitched speaking voice.  
• May sound like they are mumbling.  
• May lead to social isolation or withdrawal. 
• May lead to emotional upset. 

 

124 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mimicking may help illustrate what the participant hears.



Actions to Take: 
• Help your participant explain his hearing loss to others so 

they can take actions to help him/her cope with the 
hearing loss. 

• Face your participant when you speak so they can see 
your lips and facial expressions. 

• Speak louder, but don’t shout. 
• Speak clearly, but not necessarily more slowly. 
• Turn off, or decrease the volume of, noisy distractions 

when speaking with your participant (such as the TV or 
radio). 

• Be aware of background noises in public areas when 
speaking to your participant.  If possible, find a quieter 
place to speak. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You and your family can work together to make living with hearing loss easier.Here are some things you can do:Tell your friends and family about your hearing loss. The more friends and family you tell, the more people there will be to help you cope with your hearing loss.Ask your friends and family to face you when they talk so that you can see their faces. If you watch their faces move and see their expressions, it may help you to understand them better.Ask people to speak louder, but not shout. Tell them they do not have to talk slowly, just more clearly.Turn off the TV or the radio when you aren’t actively listening to it.Be aware of noise around you that can make hearing more difficult. When you go to a restaurant, for example, don’t sit near the kitchen or near a band playing music. Background noise makes it hard to hear people talk.Working together to hear better may be tough on everyone for a while. It will take time for you to get used to watching people as they talk and for people to get used to speaking louder and more clearly. Be patient and continue to work together. Hearing better is worth the effort.Source: National Institutes of Health



Emotional Control Tips 
• Tact 

• Is knowing the proper thing to say; a sensitive skill in dealing 
with people. 

• Rude participants, families, or visitors 
• Understand that their actions and words are related to their 

situation, and not to you personally in most instances. 
• Contact your agency supervisor or service advisor if you feel 

threatened. 
• High stress levels in the family 

• Can cause loss of control and outbursts.  Remain calm, and do 
not become involved in a shouting match. 

• Patience and tact 
• Have patience with your participant, his family, and his visitors.   
• Be tactful in your interactions .  Think before you speak. 
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Using the Telephone 
• The participant’s phone is only for participant related calls 

or emergency use.  Do not use the participant’s phone for 
personal calls when working. 

• Silence your cell phone. 
• Return personal calls after you leave the home. 
• No personal calls when you are working. 
• Never use your camera in the home! 

• The participant/family decides who answers the phone at 
the home. 
• They may want you to answer or they may want it to go 

to an answering machine. 
• Find out your participant’s preference and abide by it. 21 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Always follow your agency’s policy for telephone use.  The side offers some general guidelines for phone use.



Relationships with participants: 
• You are important to your participant’s health. 
• You will be depended upon. 
• Professional boundaries are a must. 

• Your agency or employer will cover more on professional 
boundaries. 

• Family and visitors may be the highlight of the day for 
participants. 
• Be kind and patient with them. 
• You may need to protect the participant from fatigue with 

tactful suggestions to end their visit. 
• Cleaning up after and caring for visitors/family is not your 

role; discuss with supervisor if it occurs. 22 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are very important to the health of your participant.  He will come to depend on you.  Because of this, the participant may become attached to you in a way that becomes more than professional.  It is your responsibility to maintain professional boundaries.  This means that, although you are friendly to your participant, you are not a personal friend of your participant.  Doing things such as visiting him when you are not on your shift, doing extra things for him that you do not do for other participants, etc are all things that cross professional boundaries.  Your agency will teach you their expectations of you and professional boundaries.  Be sure that you understand and maintain them when providing care in the home.Family and visitors are wonderful parts of your participant’s day.  Treat them kindly and with respect.  Try to work your day around their visits, but always keep in mind that the participant is your top priority.  Sometimes, visitors will not recognize that the participant is becoming fatigued.  Your participant might not wish to offend the visitor by asking them to end the visit.  You can help by recognizing this and making polite suggestions to the visitor in a tactful way.Remember, it is not your job to clean up after visitors and other family members that may live in the home.  If you find that visitors or other family members expect you to clean up behind them, cook for them, or otherwise provide household services for the, tell your supervisor.  Your supervisor can intervene and reset expectations with the participant and family.



Helpful Hints: 
• Listen to visitors and family members.  Their suggestions 

may be helpful. 
• Do not get involved in family affairs; never take sides. 
• Tactfully remind visitors you cannot discuss your participant 

with them. 
• Do not alter your care on the direction of visitors or family; 

always consult your supervisor or the case manager/service 
advisor. 

• Coordinate care with family caregivers; help teach them 
proper care. 

• Report changed roles (the primary caregiver changes for 
example) or relationships between the participant and 
family/visitors to your supervisor. (There is an argument or 
hostility between them, for example.) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some helpful hints when working with visitors in your participant’s home:Listen to visitors and family members.  Their suggestions may be helpfulDo not get involved in family affairs; never take sidesTactfully remind visitors you cannot discuss your participant with themDo not alter the care plan on the direction of visitors or family; always consult the supervisorCoordinate care with family caregivers; help teach them proper care.Report changed roles or relationships between the participant and family/visitors to your supervisor.Always follow your agency’s guidelines and the participant’s service plan when working with visitors in the home.



Abuse, Neglect, and 
Exploitation 
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What is Abuse? 
• Abuse is defined as “any knowing, intentional, or negligent act by a 

caregiver or any other person that causes harm or a serious risk of harm 
to a vulnerable adult.”  

• All 50 states have passed laws defining abuse and seeking to prevent 
cases of abuse in their jurisdiction. With each state defining abuse 
differently, it is important to know how your state defines abuse. 

• The type of abuse commonly inflicted on the individuals of any age with 
disabilities can be categorized into seven main areas. 
• Physical abuse is exactly how it sounds; inflicting physical pain or 

injury. 
• Exploitation refers to the misuse of money, property or assets. 
• Abandonment occurs when a caregiver stops providing care for a 

person. 
• Neglect is the failure to provide a home, food, health care, or other 

protection for an individual. 
• Sexual abuse is characterized by non-consensual sexual contact. 
• Emotional abuse is caused by inflicting pain through verbal and 

nonverbal acts. 
• Self-neglect occurs when a person fails to take care of their personal 

needs, health or safety. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.insideeldercare.com/legal-financial/elder-abuse-from-risk-factors-to-prevention/



Risk Factors for Abuse: 
• Isolation.  When a person has limited access to the outside world and 

little contact with friends or family it is easy for abuse to take place. 
• Substance Abuse.  The use of alcohol or drugs by a caregiver can make 

him or her more likely to become abusive to a senior. 
• Violence.  A family with a history of violence, especially between 

spouses, is more likely to experience abuse. 
• Declining Physical and/or Cognitive Health. When a person becomes ill 

or has trouble with mental illness or Alzheimer’s disease or dementia 
the risk for abuse goes up. 

• Dependence and Shared Living Arrangements.  When the caregiver and 
participant live together and/or when the caregiver is dependent on the 
participant for financial support the risk increases. 

• Stress.  Caregivers facing stress at work and/or home can often become 
abusive. Finding regular respite care for caregivers helps to prevent 
abuse. 
 26 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk Factors of Elder AbuseElder abuse can be hard for families to accept. You have chosen a caregiver or facility you believe will provide the best care for your loved one. No one wants to think that abuse can happen or that the person they trusted to provide care has done something unthinkable. Even when you are faced with the signs, it can be tempting to write off bruises as accidents. Knowing the risk factors for elder abuse can help you to know when to raise the warning flag.Some common risk factors for elder abuse include:Isolation. When a senior has limited access to the outside world and little contact with friends or family it is easy for an abuse to take place.Substance Abuse. The use of alcohol or drugs by a caregiver can make him or her more likely to become abusive to a senior.Violence. A family with a history of violence, especially between spouses, is more likely to experience elder abuse.Declining Physical and/or Cognitive Health. When a senior becomes ill or has trouble with Alzheimer’s or dementia the risk for elder abuse goes up.Dependence and Shared Living Arrangements. When the caregiver and senior live together and/or when the caregiver is dependent on the senior for financial support the risk increases.Stress. Caregivers facing stress at work and/or home can often become abusive. Finding regular respite care for caregivers helps to prevent abuse.



How to Identify Abuse: 
 
• What are the warning signs that a participant may be coping 

with abuse?  
• The warning signs are many and vary depending on the 

type of abuse suspected. If you believe a participant is 
being physically abused, look for bruises on the arms or 
neck, unexplained injuries and/or a refusal to seek medical 
help for injuries. If you see marks on the wrists and/or 
ankles, this is a warning sign that a participant is being 
restrained. If the caregiver is dismissive of your questions 
about injuries or bruises, this is also a warning sign of 
abuse. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to Identify Elder AbuseWhat are the warning signs that a loved one maybe coping with abuse? The warning signs are many and vary depending on the type of abuse suspected. If you believe your loved one is being physically abused, look for bruises on the arms or neck, unexplained injuries and/or a refusal to seek medical help for injuries. If you see marks on the wrists and/or ankles, this is a warning sign that your loved one is being restrained. If the caregiver is dismissive of your questions about injuries or bruises, this is also a warning sign of elder abuse.When seniors are experiencing emotional abuse, it is common to find them unresponsive to questions, fearful or suspicious, unwilling to go to social outings, and to experience sudden unexplained changes in behavior. Exploitation abuse can be more difficult to identify unless you have access to your loved one’s financial accounts. Large withdrawals, unusual ATM activity, sudden increases in credit card debt, or forged checks are the most common signs a senior is being exploited.Elder neglect manifests itself in a wide range of ways. Seniors who are being neglected will often have poor hygiene and eating habits. Loss of weight, pressure sores, sunken eyes, and dirty clothes are common signs of elder neglect. If a caregiver is not providing medications, access to eyeglasses, teeth or hearing aids, these are also signs of neglect.http://www.insideeldercare.com/legal-financial/elder-abuse-from-risk-factors-to-prevention/



How to Identify Abuse: (cont’d.) 

• When individuals with disabilities are experiencing emotional 
abuse, it is common to find them to be unresponsive to questions, 
fearful or suspicious, unwilling to go to social outings, and to 
experience sudden unexplained changes in behavior.  
 

• Exploitation abuse can be more difficult to identify unless you have 
access to a participant’s financial accounts. Large withdrawals, 
unusual ATM activity, sudden increases in credit card debt, or 
forged checks are the most common signs a person is being 
exploited. 

 
• Neglect manifests itself in a wide range of ways. Individuals who 

are being neglected will often have poor hygiene and eating habits. 
Loss of weight, pressure sores, sunken eyes, and dirty clothes are 
common signs of neglect. If a caregiver is not providing 
medications, access to eyeglasses, teeth or hearing aids, these are 
also signs of neglect. 
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How to Prevent Abuse: 
• Preventing abuse falls to the family and friends of those with disabilities. If 

you suspect abuse or are concerned that a caregiver may be nearing the end 
of his or her reserve of patience, it’s ok to step in. Ask the participant if he or 
she is ok or is fearful. Pull the caregiver aside and offer assistance.  Find 
respite care services for the caregiver so he or she can get away for a few 
hours each week to rest and recharge. 

 
• Helping the participant get to favorite activities, out to lunch, to the library, 

or other locations is an easy way to prevent abuse. Social outings can help 
individuals feel loved and valuable. Your participant is more likely to confide 
in you if they believe you will be there to help them. Taking your participant 
on outings also provides relief for the caregiver so he or she can have some 
alone time. The more people your participant interacts with the more people 
there are to notice changes in their demeanor, physical appearance and 
emotional state. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to Prevent Elder AbusePreventing elder abuse falls to the family and friends of seniors. If you suspect abuse or are concerned that a caregiver may be nearing the end of his or her reserve of patience, it’s ok to step in. Ask the senior if he or she is ok or is fearful. Pull the caregiver aside and offer assistance. Find respite care services for the caregiver so he or she can get away for a few hours each week to rest and recharge.Helping your loved one to get to favorite activities, out to lunch, to the library, or other locations is an easy way to prevent abuse. Social outings can help seniors to feel loved and valuable. Your loved one is more likely to confide in you if they believe you will be there to help them. Taking your loved one on outings also provides relief for the caregiver so he or she can have some alone time. The more people your loved one interacts with the more people there are to notice changes in your loved one’s demeanor, physical appearance and emotional state.If you fear a loved one, friend or neighbor is being abused or neglected, please don’t hesitate to notify the proper authorities. Every state has an agency whose main responsibility is responding to the needs of the elderly.  If you suspect someone is in immediate danger, please call 9 1 1.   To report Elder Abuse call 1-877-597-2331 or 1-800-752-6200. 



How to Prevent Abuse 
• If you fear a person you are caring for, a loved one, friend 

or neighbor is being abused or neglected, it is your duty to 
notify the proper authorities.  

• Every state has an agency whose main responsibility is 
responding to the needs of those with disabilities. You can 
find more information regarding  reporting by calling 1-
877-597-2331 or 1-800-752-6200.  Calls can be made 
anonymously. 
 

• If you suspect someone is in immediate danger, 
   please call 9 1 1. 
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Working with 
Participants  
Who are Ill or Have a 
Disability 
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Every person reacts to illness, being disabled, and being dependent in a different way.  Individual reactions are determined by age, family, culture, a motion of help, and all the other parts that make up a particular person.  Even though there are individual reactions, there are also certain common ways in which most people react to being ill or having a disability.  As a Home Care provider, you must be aware of some common behaviors so that you will know what to expect while caring for your participants.  It is important to remember that you bring certain feelings about illness with you when you care for a participant.  These feelings are part of you.  They make up who you are.  Sometimes these feelings are helpful to you and your participant.  Sometimes they are not.  The important thing is to identify these feelings and not let them get into the weight of your work.  The most useful actions you can take as a Home Care provider is to involve the participant and his family in your service plan.  Everyone, young and old, regardless of illness or disability, has the right to take part in their care if they choose.  They also have the right not to take part.  



Medication Use: 
• The more diagnoses the individual has, the more 

medications they may have.  
• The ability to absorb medications and how the body uses 

them may change. 
• There may be changes in how drugs are eliminated from 

the body. 
• Drugs may interact with each other differently. 
• Side effects of medications may become more common. 
• Individuals may need medication reminders due to 

memory decline. 

158 
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As people get older they may be faced with more health conditions that they need to treat on a regular basis. It is important to be aware that more use of medicines and normal body changes caused by aging can increase the chance of unwanted or maybe even harmful drug interactions.As people get older, body changes can affect the way medicines are absorbed and used. For example, changes in the digestive system can affect how fast medicines enter the bloodstream. Changes in body weight can influence the amount of medicine you need to take and how long it stays in your body. The circulatory system may slow down, which can affect how fast drugs get to the liver and kidneys. The liver and kidneys also may work more slowly, affecting the way a drug breaks down and is removed from the body.Because of these body changes, there is also a bigger risk of drug interactions among older adults. Therefore, it's important to know about drug interactions. Interactions, such as drug to drug, drug to condition, drug to food, and drug to alcohol are important for your participant to understand.  Help him to understand these by helping read the literature provided by the pharmacist, or perhaps helping him call his doctor or the pharmacy if he has questions.  Then, help him by being on the look out for signs of these interactions and help him maintain an appropriate diet and lifestyle.What Are Side Effects?             Side effects are unplanned symptoms or feelings people have when taking a medicine. Most side effects are not serious and go away on their own; others can be more bothersome and even serious. To help prevent possible problems with medicines, seniors must know about the medicine they take and how it makes them feel.             Encourage your participant to keep track of side effects to help his doctor know how his body is responding to a medicine. New symptoms or mood changes may not be a result of getting older, but could be from the medicine he’s taking or another factor, such as a change in diet or routine. If your participant has an unwanted side effect, advise him to call his doctor right away.How to help your participant take medication appropriately (medication reminders)Examine medicine bottle labels for the last date of renewal to confirm that your participant taking medicine regularly.Encourage your participant to speak with his doctor and pharmacist about whether or not his current medications are still warranted, to avoid taking unnecessary meds or experiencing side effects.Encourage your participant to use "medication adherence" tools, such as labeled pillboxes, to help keep him on track.Source: FDA http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/ResourcesForYou/Consumers/ucm143566.htm



Attendant Care 
Duties 
Attendant Duties and Direct Care Delivery Training 
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Now that you have a good idea of the needs of our aged and disabled population, it’s time to learn about the actual activities you’ll be performing in the home. 



Infection Control in 
the Home or Agency 
Handwashing, Personal Protective Equipment, and Waste 
Management 
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Infection control in the home is very important to the safety and wellbeing of you, your participant, and the community.  In this section of the training, you will learn about proper handwashing techniques, how to put on and remove gloves, and how to manage waste in the home.



Clean and Dirty Areas in the 
Home or Agency: 

• Clean areas in the home or agency are identified as those 
places that should be uncontaminated by harmful bacteria 
and other microorganisms like the kitchen or other food 
preparation areas and the dishwashing area. 

• Dirty areas are those which are contaminated by harmful 
bacteria and microorganisms such as bathrooms or other 
toileting areas such as commodes or beds for incontinent 
individuals. 

• Soiled areas include those contaminated with everyday dirt, 
sweat. Such as linens (without blood or body fluids) and 
clothing (without blood or body fluids). 
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One way to control the spread of disease is to have a clean area in the house and a dirty one. The kitchen is considered clean, and the toilet is considered dirty; the area of dishwashing is considered clean, and the area of toileting is considered dirty. �Clean. This means uncontaminated. It refers to articles and places from which disease cannot be spread. Clean areas contain food, dishes, and clean equipment. No waste material is ever brought into this area. Dirty. This refers to areas that have come in contact with a disease-causing or carrying agents. in the home, there are differing degrees of dirty. We make a distinction between items that are dirty with human waste, such as wound drainage or fecal matter, and bed sheets that are only soiled. Articles that are dirty with potentially infectious material are brought into the dirty areas for initial cleaning or disposal. This could be linen, bath water, or equipment. Articles that are only soiled are cleaned in the usual way.�



Ways to Decrease Infection: 

• Wash your hands after using the bathroom or blowing your 
nose, before handling food, after caring for the participant, 
before any procedure, and before meals. 

• Practice good personal hygiene by bathing and showering 
daily. 

• Cover your nose and mouth when you sneeze or cough. Turn 
your face to the side or into your bent arm when you cough. 
Wash your hands if you cough into them. 

• Clean and empty wastebaskets often. 
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Guidelines to aseptic techniquesWash your hands after using the bathroom or blowing your nose, before handling food, after caring for the participant, before any procedure, and before meals.Practice good personal hygiene.Cover your nose and mouth when you sneeze or cough. Turn your face to the side when you cough. Wash your hands after you cough into your hands.Clean wastebaskets often.Wash, dry, and put away all participant-related equipment after each use.Dispose of contaminated articles in the proper way.If you have an open area on your skin, check with your supervisor before you give participant care.Wash your hands before you put on gloves and after you take them off.Report to your supervisor any conditions in the house that contribute to bacterial growth and transmission 



Ways to Decrease Infection: 
(cont’d) 

• Wash, dry, and put away all participant-related equipment 
after each use. 

• Dispose of contaminated articles in the proper way. 
• If you have an open area on your skin, check with your 

supervisor before you give a participant care. 
• Wash your hands before you put on gloves and after you 

take them off. 
• Report to your supervisor about conditions in the house  

that contribute to bacterial growth and transmission.  
 37 



Handwashing 
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Introduction:  The importance of handwashing�In your work, you will use your hands constantly. You will touch participants. You will handle supplies and equipment used in the treatment and care of participants. Microorganisms will get on your hands. They will come from participants or from the things they have touched. Your hands could carry these microorganisms to other persons and places. They could also be moved to your own face and mouth. Washing your hands frequently with lots of soap and friction is the best way to prevent this transfer of microorganisms.�



Handwashing Guidelines 
• Wash your hands before and after each task and before and 

after direct participant contact. 
• The water faucet is always considered dirty.  

• This means it may harbor pathogens. Use paper towels to 
turn the faucet on and off. 

• If your hands accidentally touch the inside of the sink, start 
over. Do the whole procedure again. 

• Take soap from a dispenser, if possible, rather than using bar 
soap.  
• Bar soap leaves pools of soapy water in the soap dish, 

which is then considered contaminated. 
• Wash your hands before you put on gloves for a procedure 

and again after you remove the gloves. 
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Hand-washing guidelines�Wash your hands before and after each task and before and after direct participant contact.The water faucet is always considered dirty. This means it may Harbor pathogens. Use paper towel to turn the faucet on and off.If your hands accidentally touch the inside of the sink, start over. Do the whole procedure again.Take soap from a dispenser, if possible, rather than using bar soap. Bar soap leaves pools of soapy water in the soap dish, which is then considered contaminated.Wash your hands before you put on gloves for a procedure and again after you remove the gloves.I am going to show you a video that demonstrates the proper technique for hand washing.  Click on, or cut and paste the YouTube links into your browser and pay close attention.Keep a copy of the steps of hand-washing with you until the techniques becomes second nature to you.  It is important to practice these techniques each time you wash your hands even when you are at home until you can do them by habit. �** Show video of proper handwashing techniques.  https://youtu.be/REeLrNn2gjE (proper techniques)https://youtu.be/1Q9RPzLnDl0 (fun stuff)�



Terms for Protecting  you the 
Worker: 

• Standard Precautions are those routine activities that 
are recommended to protect health care workers from 
contamination with blood and all body fluids (except 
sweat). 

 
• Protective barriers such as gloves, gowns or aprons, 

masks, face-shields, or goggles, and handwashing will 
assist in decreasing the possibility of infection for both 
the participant and the attendant.  
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Medical tests and careful medical history are often not enough to identify participants who have blood borne pathogens. Therefore, the CDC required health workers to decrease the risk of being exposed to all the fluids except sweat. These basic activities are called standard precautions. An important point to remember is that standard precautions are actions taken on a routine basis for all participants and are designed to protect you against transmission of microorganisms through body fluids. It is the law that standard precautions be incorporated into the routines of all healthcare workers. In addition to standard precautions, if a definite diagnosis is made, specific types of isolation, called transmission based precautions, will be added to the participants service plan.�Your agency has a policy discussing standard precautions and the use of protective barriers. Protective barriers are equipment to protect you from splashes, spills, droplets, or other sources of contamination. These include gloves, gowns, aprons, Masks, face shields, and goggles. Your agency is required to provide you with this equipment. If you do not have it available, be sure to ask for it. Also,  be sure to review the standard precautions policy and make sure that you understand it. This policy is based on CDC guidelines for standard precautions.�



Using Non-Sterile Gloves: 
• Wearing gloves does not mean that you do not have 

to wash your hands. 
• Remember to wash your hands before and after you 

use gloves. 
• Once gloves are on, the outside is considered dirty 

and the inside clean. 
• Never wear used gloves outside the participants 

room. 
• Put on a new set of gloves each time you need them. 
• Never reuse a pair of gloves. 
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Gloves protect you and the participant. Use gloves Whenever there is a chance you will touch body fluids other than sweat, or non-intact skin, or if you might put your hands in or near a participant's mouth.Wearing gloves does not mean you do not have to wash your handsremember to wash your hands before and after you use glovesnever wear gloves outside the participants roomput on a new set of gloves each time you use themnever reuse a pair of gloves�once gloves are on, the outside of the glove is considered dirty and the inside is considered clean. The outside of the glove should not touch any of your skin surfaces�



Using the Standard Precautions 
Guidelines: 
• Protect yourself when you are cleaning or disposing of 

personal care items that include blood, urine, feces or 
sputum or any other body fluids. 

• Personal items such as tissues, tampons, menstrual pads, 
adult diapers and under pads should be handled while 
wearing gloves.  

• Handle sharp objects, needles, blades that may be 
contaminated with blood or any body fluids with great care. 

• Use gloves for changing dressings and dispose of them in a 
disposable bag. 

• If the individual has an infection, use gloves to wash plates, 
glasses, and other dishes. 

• Use gloves if laundry is soiled with body fluids. 
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Standard precautions are common sense guidelines. Wear gloves whenever exposure to body fluids, except sweat, may occur. participants often feel uncomfortable being cared for by someone wearing gloves. Explain to them that this is the new standard of care for all participants, and that it is required. If you injured yourself while caring for a participant, report it immediately. If you have any Cuts or injuries on your hand or body, reported to your supervisor before you start to care for your participant, and wear gloves while giving care. �Exposure to body fluids or blood. Wear gloves if a chance exists for contamination. It's flattering as possible, wear a gown or protective apron and mask. Flush waste products down the toilet. Still should be wiped off with soap and water by a person wearing disposable gloves, then wiped with a solution of 1 part household bleach to 10 parts water. The rack should be thrown out. Change gloves frequently. When removing gloves, do not touch the outside of the gloves.Personal items. Items such as tampons, very bad, or razors are not considered medical waste and should be disposed of as you would any dressing.Sharp objects, needles, Blades. Handle carefully to prevent cutting yourself. These objects should be placed in a puncture-resistant container and disposed of according to local rules. Do not Bend needles or trying to recap them.Dressings. Wrap these items in a plastic bag and dispose of them according to local law. You may have to double bag them if you are transporting them as medical waste. Check with the clinical supervisor if you have any questions about a specific item.Plates, glasses, dishes.Use separate utensils - disposable, if possible. Clean reusable utensils and hot water and detergent. Use hot water, friction, and then drive them. Do not let dishes drip-dry.Laundry. Unspoiled laundry needs no special attention but should be washed or dry cleaned normal. Soiled linen should be separated and handled with disposable gloves. Keep oil in it and a double plastic bag line with a cloth and bag or pillow case. Empty the contents of the plastic bag into the washing machine without touching the items then throw away the plastic bag. Wash fold linen each day. For specific laundry instructions consult your supervisor. Although this is the expected and proper method to deal with soiled Linens, the household rules May require a different type of handling. If this is the case, be sure to discuss this with the clinical supervisor so the service plan can reflect the family's preferences.



Putting on Non-Sterile Gloves: 

• Always wash your hands before putting on gloves. 
• Be sure the gloves you have selected are clean, do not 

have holes or tears, and are the correct size for your 
hands. 

• Be sure to extend the cuff of the glove all of the way up 
your wrist and do not leave it rolled down.  
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The steps for putting on non-sterile gloves are a little difficult to explain without showing you.   I have a video to show you After we go over gloving technique and the special precautions that involve the use of gowns and a mask. For now, here are some things to keep in mind:Always wash your hands before putting on glovesBe sure the Gloves you have selected are clean, do not have holes or tears, and are the correct size for your hands.Be sure to extend the cuff of the glove all of the way up your wrist and do not leave it rolled down. 



Removing Non-Sterile Gloves: 
• Grasp the glove at the palm of your hand with the other 

gloved hand to loosen it. 
• Pull the glove over your hand while turning the glove inside 

out. 
• Continue holding the removed glove with the gloved hand. 
• Place the index finger and middle finger of the ungloved 

hand inside the cuff of the glove, turning the cuff 
downward. 

• Pull the cuff and glove inside out as you remove your hand 
from the glove. 

• Discard the gloves in the trash (not your pocket). 
• Wash your hands. 
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The steps for removing soiled gloves is just as difficult to explain without showing you. However, these are the things to keep in mind.  The idea behind removing non-sterile used gloves is keeping in mind that the outside is dirty and the inside is clean.First you will grasp a glove at the palm of your hand with the other gloved hand to loosen it.Then you will pull the glove over your hand while turning it inside out.You continue to hold the used glove in your gloved hand while placing the index and middle finger of the un-gloved hand inside of the cuff of the glove that is still on your other hand.You turn that cuff downward and inside out as you slip the remaining glove off of your hand in the inside-out fashion. When you have completed this successfully, both gloves will be in one neat package with the dirty portion on the inside and the clean portion on the outside. Now you can dispose of your glove in the trash can.And don't forget the final step, wash your hands!Your employer can provide you with the chance to practice this skill until you are proficient.Here’s a video demonstration: https://youtu.be/3I_kKVNrEMo�



PERSONAL SAFETY AND EMERGENCY 
PROCEDURES 
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If there is no answer to a locked 
door when you arrive at the 
home: 

• Stay at the home – do not leave! 
• Call your participant/representative or agency supervisor or 

case manager/service advisor if applicable.  
• Ask them to attempt to contact the participant and/or the 

participant’s family. 
• If you or your agency are unsuccessful in contacting the 

patient or family, contact the case manager to discuss if the 
police should be contacted for a well person check. 

• Stay at the home until the a decision is made by your 
agency or case manager that it is OK to leave. 
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Your participant has the right to personal privacy.  This means that we never go into a home with a locked door.  However, we must be certain that the participant is safe.  Are they not answering because they are sleeping, or went out for an errand?  Perhaps they have fallen down or become ill and need medical assistance. Because of this, never leave a home that you are assigned to work in if you cannot get the participant to answer the door.Instead, return to your car and contact your agency.  They will then attempt to contact the participant in the home and/or the emergency contacts the participant has on file.  If they are unsuccessful at getting in touch with the participant or emergency contacts, and there is no reasonable explanation for the participant not answering the door, your agency will contact the authorities to have a “well person” check performed on the home.  Remember, only the authorities are permitted to enter a locked door – and they can only do so under certain circumstances.  Please, do not break the law by breaking into a home with a locked door.Once the safety of the participant is confirmed, or help provided, your agency will tell you what to do next.



 
Safe Driving Tips when 
Transporting Participants: 
 
 

• Drive defensively, watch for the other drivers. 
• Be fully involved in driver safety programs. 
• Accept and follow agency safety programs. 
• Maintain a valid driver’s license. 
• Obey all laws. 
• Both you and the participant must wear safety belts at all 

times. 
• Inspect vehicle weekly. 
• Report all accidents (on and off the job). 
• Keep car doors locked. 
• Keep keys handy. 
• Park in well lit areas. 
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Practicing safe driving techniques is important!  This slide offers some guidance and safe driving tips.  If you are uncertain of your driving skills, be sure to get some driving instruction or take a defensive driving course.



CARE OF THE HOME 
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We’re going to talk about how to properly care for the participant’s environment.  I’m sure each of you has performed housekeeping tasks in your own home.  What we will discuss in this section is the differences and precautions that you must pay attention to while performing housekeeping tasks in a participant’s home.



Cleaning a Participant’s Home: 
•  Your job is to protect the participant by keeping the home: 
• Free of bacteria that can cause disease. 
• Free of clutter that may contribute to falls and other 

injuries. 
 

• Things to remember: 
• Understand that different participants have different values 

related to ‘clean’. 
• Don’t use equipment you are unfamiliar with, is in poor 

condition, or is unsafe. 
• Use equipment only for the purpose for which it is 

intended. 
• You are only responsible for cleaning the space occupied 

by the participant. This is defined as their bedroom, 
bathroom and other living space used only by them. 
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When you receive your assignment and a participant service plan, your supervisor will tell you what housekeeping tasks you will be expected to do. They will be based on several guidelines:Is the task related to the personal and therapeutic care of the participant?Can anyone else in the home or family do the task?Who will do this task if you are not in the home?�     Remember, it is often difficult for families to realize which things are important in keeping a  house clean and that a home care provider is not there to perform each and every housekeeping task related to home maintenance. If a participant and his family do not understand your assignment, discuss this with your supervisor.     Clean environments keep harmful bacteria under control. By cleaning bathrooms regularly, chances for the spread of communicable diseases are decreased. Foods stored in specific places are easy to find and can be used more often with less time and energy being spent to look for them. Accidents are prevented and areas that are kept orderly. It is especially important to keep clutter away from stairways and areas where people walk frequently.     Clean environment also tend to make us feel better. When things are looking their best, we are more often relaxed and comfortable. It also gives us a feeling of pride when others visit. A participant will tend to be healthier and happier in an environment that is clean and comfortable.     “Clean” usually refers to an area that is free of pathogens and clutter. To some people, a dust-free home is the only way a home may be judged clean. To others, the presence of dust may not matter. Such differences and values are important to recognize. Try to meet the participant's values. If your values and the participants needs are different, consult your supervisor.     Cleaning equipment available to you in the house may differ from equipment in your house. Do not use any equipment unless you are sure how it works. If the equipment is not in good condition, do not use it. Report anything unsafe to your supervisor. Encourage the family to check all equipment regularly and maintained it in perfect working order. This prevents accidents and assist with maintaining a clean and healthful environment. Use equipment only for the purpose for which it is intended.�



How to Keep a House Clean: 
• You need to have: 

• Hot water 
• Soap or detergent 
• Broom and dust pan 
• Scrub pad/scrub brush 
• Bucket 
• Trash container 

• Nice to have: 
• Vacuum cleaner 
• Scouring pads 
• Mop 
• Waste baskets 
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Make a list of what you need to keep the house clean. Remember to use those products that are already in the home. Do not insist that the participant purchase your favorite brand of cleaning products. Your list might look like this:Necessary supplies might include hot water, soap or detergent, a broom and dust pan, sponge or towel, a scrub brush, a bucket, and a trash container.Nice to have supplies may include a vacuum cleaner, scouring pads, a mop, and multiple waste baskets.�Be sure you know how to use the appliances in the house. If you are not sure, ask! When using any cleaning product or appliance:Read the instructions on the label. Follow the directions in the order they are given, and use the amount suggested.Do not mix cleaning products unless you have been instructed to do so. Next product may cause a chemical reaction that will hurt you and the surfaces you are cleaning.Do not leave cleaners on a surface for a long time. Use care and how much you scrub a surface. Change the cleaning water when it is only moderately dirty, and rinse if needed to avoid streaking or filming.Store all cleaning products safely away from children and pets, away from heat sources, and in their original containers. Store cleaning tools and supplies safely as close as possible to where you will use them.Line garbage pails with plastic or paper bags. Do not put wet objects directly into paper bags. Wrap them first.Keep electrical equipment away from water. Never soak equipment unless the manufacturer says that you can.Use equipment for the use for which it was intended.Do not put sharp objects such as hair pins, knives, or screwdrivers, into electrical equipment.When repairing an electrical object, unplug it!Be sure all equipment is in good condition and does not have frayed cords.



Dusting Tips: 
• Dusting with a damp rag prevents the spread of 

bacteria. 
• Use motions to gather the dust into the rag and 

not on you or the floor. 
• Dust from the top to the bottom. 
• Dust pictures, objects on tables, tables, cabinets. 
• Change the rag if it gets soiled. 
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�Dusting is done to prevent the spread of bacteria and to prevent respiratory irritation. In homes where participants are particularly sensitive to dust, you may have to dust often. Dampen the rag with a light spray of water or a commercial spray to keep the dust from spreading. Dust with motions that will gather the dust into the rag and away from you. Dust from top to bottom. Dust pictures on walls, the objects on tables, and finally tables and cabinets. If the rag become soiled, change it.�



Washing Dishes: 
• Place dishes on the counter next to the soapy dish water in 

the order in which they are to be washed - least dirty first 
(glasses, silverware, plates, cups, and saucers)  and most 
dirty last (pots and roasting pans). 

• Wash dishes in hot, soapy water and rinse in clear water. 
• Drain dishes on a drain board or dish rack. 
• Dry with a disposable towel, or allow them to air-dry, and 

put them away. 
• If using a dishwasher, place the dishes as directed on the 

racks, add soap and start the cycle.  When the cycle is 
complete and the dishes are cool, begin putting the dishes 
away. 
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Dishes should be washed properly soon after meals. If a dishwasher is used or dishes are to be washed at a later time, scrape the food off the dish (a rubber spatula is a good tool to use for this job)  then rinse or soak the dishes in a basin of water.�Place dishes on the counter next to the Soapy dish water in the order in which they are to be washed - least dirty first (Glasses, silverware, plates, cups, and saucers)  most dirty last ( pots and roasting pans).wash dishes in the hot, soapy water and rinse in Clear waterdrain dishes on a drain board for dish rack.Dishes are more sanitary if allowed to air-dry or, dried with a disposable paper towel rather than being dried with a cloth dish towel which may harbor pathogens.Water is not plentiful use water from rinsing dishes for other cleaning tasks such as washing the floor. Wash dishes in  water hot enough to clean the grease from them and Destroy as many microorganisms as possible�



Cleaning the Kitchen 
• The stove should be wiped regularly with soapy water to 

remove spills that may become cooked on. 
• The refrigerator should be kept wiped out on a regular 

basis.  
• If the freezer needs defrosting, discuss this with the 

family or your supervisor.  
• Do not use sharp objects to poke at ice clumps when 

defrosting the freezer. 
• Wash counters often to remove potential bacteria. 
• Wash garbage/trash cans often. 
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Keeping a kitchen clean is important. Just as food Keeps Us Alive, bacteria also use it. Cleaning spills and taking proper care of leftover food is very important. Trash should be disposed of regularly if the trash is wet, put it into a plastic bag first and then into the garbage can. Keep the garbage can clean. Wash it often.The stove should be wiped up regularly with soapy water to avoid spills becoming cooked on.The refrigerator should be kept wiped out on a regular basis. If the refrigerator is self defrosting, clean up spills promptly. Food tends to dry out faster in these models. If the freezer needs defrosting, discuss this with the family or your supervisor. Do not use sharp objects to poke at ice clumps so when defrosting the refrigerator.�



Cleaning the Bathroom 
• Think Safety Always! 

• Are there non skid mats in the tub? 
• Are there non skid rugs on the tile floor? 
• Are there grab bars in the shower or tub? 
• Is there good lighting? 
• Is there air moving in the room? 

• Showers/tubs 
• Wipe down after each use. 

• Clean sinks and fixtures frequently. Don’t scratch them with harsh 
cleansers! 

• Toilets: 
• Clean under the rim and the bowl. 
• Do not mix toilet cleaner with any other cleaner.  
• Do not use the sponge or rag used on a toilet on ANY other 

surface! 
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Cleaning bathrooms�Constant moisture in the air keeps bathrooms in need of regular cleaning to keep them free of bacteria and odors. Water spilled on bathroom floors can make them slippery and dangerous. Keep the floors dry.Safety in bathrooms should always be on your mind. Before a participant uses a bathroom, check:Are there non skid mat in the tub?Are there non skid rugs on the tile floor?Are there grab bars in the shower or tub?Is there good lighting?Is there good ventilation?Cleaning shower walls and bathtubs can be kept to a minimum if everyone will wipe the area out after each use. People will cooperate more easily if you keep a rag or old towel handy for them to use.�Sinks and other bathroom fixtures should be cleaned regularly with cleanser and a rag. Do not destroy the surface of enamel fixtures by using cleansers that will scratch them.�To clean the toilet bowl, you will need soap or detergent, a toilet bowl brush, and a rag or sponge.�A special note about the rag or sponge that you use with the toilet. Do not use this rag for any other surface. Wash it or dispose of it after the task.�Put on gloves!  Remember, the toilet is considered a ‘dirty’ area of the home.Lift up the seat and put soap or detergent into the bowl Scrub the inside of the bowl with a toilet bowl brush. Clean under the rim of the bowl.Left the suds stay in the bowl while you wash the outside.To avoid a possible chemical reaction, do not mix toilet bowl cleaner with any other cleaners.Use clean hot water to rinse off all parts of the toilet with a sponge or rag.Dispose of the cleaning rag, or be certain to wash it separately from other household laundry.



Laundry Tips: 
• Read all washing instructions on labels of clothing. 
• Dark colors should be washed separately from light 

colors. 
• Delicate fabrics cannot take as much scrubbing, as can 

heavy duty fabrics. 
• Heavily soiled jeans or should not be washed with a silk 

blouse. 
• You are only to wash the clothes and linens of the 

participant, not the household. 
• Follow instructions for using the washer, dryer, and 

laundry products. 
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Clean clothes are important for good health. They also make us look good and feel better about ourselves. Before washing any clothes, all tears, loose buttons, or closures should be repaired. If you cannot do this, put the clothes aside and tell your participant about the need for repairs. Such precautions will prevent the repair job from becoming a much larger task. �Before washing:Read all washing instructions on the labels of clothing.Generally, clothes should be sorted by:Color - Dark colors should be washed separately from light colors.Fabric - Delicate Fabrics cannot take as much scrubbing, as can heavy duty Fabrics.Degree of soiling - Heavily soiled jeans should not be washed with a silk blouse.As with any appliance that you use, either ask the participant how to operate the washer correctly or read the instructions in the care and use guide from the appliance manufacturer�After sorting clothes, load the machine, being careful not to overload it. Put in the recommended amount of detergent and select the water temperature and amount of agitation.  Add bleach if needed after the water has soaked all the clothes.�Clothes dried out of doors conserves energy and have a fresh, clean smell.   This can also help save your participant some money by decreasing the energy bills.    When drying clothes in an electric or gas dryer, take the clothes out immediately when the dry cycle is complete.  The clothes will need less ironing and you will save energy and time.�Some homes do not have a washing machine. After you find out how the laundry is usually done in the home, discuss with your supervisor what your responsibilities will be. Remember! Bending and lifting wet, heavy pieces of linen could cause you to strain your back. If you must do this, used good body mechanics! Protect your back!�



Care of Rugs and Carpeting: 
• Vacuum the participant's environment at least 

weekly. If they live alone this includes their living 
space.  If there are others in the household this 
includes their room, the bathroom, and living 
space they use such as a living room, porch or 
other space.   

• Ask how to change the dirt collection bag inside. 
• Use the vacuum cleaner at a convenient time for 

the family, when it will not disturb them. 
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Ask your participant how they usually care for their carpets and rugs. Frequent vacuuming or sweeping will preserve the rugs and decrease lint and dust. If the participant has a vacuum cleaner, remember to teat it as you would any electrical appliance.  Ask how to change the dirt collection bag, and remember to use the vacuum cleaner at a convenient time for the family when it will not disturb them.



Care of Floors: 
• Sweep floors frequently especially before washing 

them. 
• Ask the family how they usually clean the floors. Wood 

floors often require special cleaners and are not cleaned 
with water. 

• Use the detergent or cleanser according to directions. 
Do not let water remain on the floor. 

• Most households will have a mop for this job. If you do 
not find one, discuss this with your supervisor. 

• Let the floor dry before walking on it or putting 
furniture back in place. 
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Keeping floors clean is important to the general well-being of the participant and his family. Clean floors also decrease the spread of bacteria and provide a safe path in which people can walk.Sweep floors frequently especially before washing them.Ask of the family how they usually clean the floors. Wood floors often require special cleaners and are not clean with water.Use the detergent or cleanser according to directions. Do not let water remain on the floor.Most households will have a mop for this job. If you do not find one, discuss this with your supervisor.Let the floor dry before walking on it or putting furniture back in place.



Pests and Bugs: 
• Put food away in closed containers. Plastic and glass 

are best. 
• Clean up spills and crumbs. 
• Take out garbage and trash regularly. 
• Keep garbage and trash in covered containers. 
• Do not let water stand inside or outside. 
• Notify your participant/representative or agency as 

well as case manager/service advisor immediately of 
any infestation of ants, cockroaches or bed bugs or 
other insects. 58 
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Pests and bugs may carry diseases and be annoying to you and your participant. They made bite, cause skin irritations, or even frighten people. If you are in a home that has a pest or a bug problem, please consult your supervisor immediately.  The best way to keep an area free of bugs, rodents, or other pests, is to keep it clean and free of clutter.Put food away in closed containers. Plastic and glass are best.Clean up spills and crumbs.Take out garbage and trash.Keep garbage and trash and covered containersdo not let water stand inside or outsideIf you, the participant, or a family member wishes to use a commercial product to get rid of bugs or rodents, check with your supervisor to be sure that it is safe.�



Bed Making: 

• Keep the bed clean and dry - change the linens 
when necessary. 

• Keep the linens wrinkle free. 
• Make the bed to suit your particular participant. 
• Keep the bed free of food particles and crumbs. 
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     In this section we will briefly discuss reasons why good bed making techniques matter.  You may have a participant who spends only sleeping hours in their bed. Other participants, however, cannot leave the bed at all. As a result, these participants are fed, bathed, and use a bedpan in bed.     Home care providers should make beds with no wrinkles in the sheets. Wrinkles are not only uncomfortable, they can restrict the participants circulation and cause painful decubitus ulcers – also called bed sores.  Bed sores can form quickly, are painful for the participant, and are difficult to heal.     You may care for a participant in his own bed or, your participant may decide to sleep on a couch, hospital bed, or chair.  Your participant may have side rails on his bed. Side rails both protect the participant and assist him as he moves in the bed by providing him with something to grab for support.      The same rules and procedures apply for any type of bed.Keep the bed clean and dry - change linens when necessary.Keep the linen wrinkle free.Make the bed to suit your particular participant.Keep the bed free of food particles and crumbs. Some guidelines to keep in mind includeUse linens the participant has available. If you do not have enough, report this to your supervisor.Try to make the bed according to the custom of the house. If you must change the custom, explain your reasons to the participant and his family.Do not use a torn piece of linen. It could tear even more and could be dangerous for the participant.Never use a pin on an item of linen.Do not shake the bed linen. Shaking spreads harmful microorganisms to everything and everyone in the room; including you.Put dirty linen in a place agreed upon by you and the participant's family.Some participants use fitted bottom sheets. Others use flat sheets with which the home care provider make mitered corners. The mitered corners keep the sheet firm and smooth and make of the bed neat and attractive.  If you do not know how to make a mitered corner, ask your supervisor to teach you.The bottom sheet must be firm, smooth, and wrinkle-free. This is important for the participants comfort.By fan folding the top of the bed, you make it easier for the participant to get in and out of his bed.The draw sheet is about half the size of a regular sheet. When draw sheets are not available, a large sheet can be folded in half widthwise - with the small and large ends together - and used instead.  The fold must always be placed toward the head of the bed and the open hems toward the foot of the bed. You could also use a tablecloth. If you must protect the bed, a plastic tablecloth makes an excellent protective sheet. Never use plastic from a garment bag or garbage bag.Some participants do not use a draw sheet. Instead, small disposable bed protectors are placed on the bed under the participant as necessary.A participant who does not use his bed a great deal may not need the linen changed every day. Ask the participant if they want the bed changed. Be sure that it is okay for the patient to make his own choice by checking your service plan.Always use good body mechanics when changing linen no matter what kind of bed your participant is using.�



Introduction to Safety: 
• Safety is everyone’s job. 
• It is the most important part of your job. 
• Report injuries immediately. 
• Report unsafe conditions immediately. 
• Practice common sense. 

 
• Be Careful! Be Aware! Be Alert! 
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To wrap up learning about caring for the participant’s environment, we will discuss home safety and fire protection.Safety is everyone's job. The rules that govern safety in a home must become part of every procedure and every decision you make while caring for your participant. It is also important for you to remember that, by your actions, you are teaching family members. As they observe you practicing safety, they will be made aware of its importance.�It is your responsibility to protect your participant and be continually aware of his safety. Make yourself aware of potential hazardous situations and of their remedies in each home where you work.�We want you to be a safe, effective worker and to avoid injuries and illness during your work assignments. Wash your hands often and always wash your hands after doing the participants laundry and household chores.Follow Universal precaution procedures.Use good body mechanics while you work.Safety for you and the participant involves keeping the home free of clutter and safety hazards such as loose rugs, newspapers on the floor, and inadequate walking space between furniture.�Caregivers should report any firearm that is suspected to be loaded to the supervisor. The supervisor will then contact the participant who has the firearm and encourage them to remove or disarm the weapon. Your supervisor will give you additional instructions if the situation is not corrected.�Report any injury on the job to your supervisor, or to the after-hours personnel, the same day it occurs. Your supervisor will refer you to medical help if necessary.�Practicing common sense health and safety procedures will help you and your participant be well. It is your responsibility to protect yourself. Be careful! Be aware! Be alert!�



Safety Precautions: 
• Be sure there is adequate lighting for every task. 
• Be alert to sensory changes that may have taken 

place in your participant. 
• Protect your participant from falling.  
• Protect your participant from burns.  
• Protect confused participants by redirecting 

them from dangerous situations. 
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Abilities change as we age. Unfortunately, few people realize this fact. Therefore, they attempt tasks that they can no longer do safely. As a home care provider, you should be aware of the capabilities of your particular participant. In addition, there are general rules you should keep in mind.Be sure there is adequate lighting for every task.Be alert to sensory changes that may have taken place in your participant.Protect your participant from falling. Recovery from Falls takes a long time.Protect your participant from Burns. Temperature sensation becomes less accurate as we age. Run the cold water through a faucet after you run hot water. Then if your participant touches the faucet, he will not burn himself. Test the bathwater yourself before allowing your patient to test it.If a confused participant tells you he is going to do something that you know to be harmful, take him seriously and protect him.



Electrical Safety: 
• Make sure all electrical equipment you use is in 

good condition. 
• Be sure the cords are not frayed and that you are 

using the proper tool for the job. 
• Do not put electrical cords under rugs.  
• Be sure your hands are dry before you use any 

electrical equipment. 
• Do not change fuses or touch circuit breakers 

unless you are sure you know what you are doing. 
• Do not run all household appliances at the same 

time in an effort to save time. 
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Electricity is a great help in our lives. If we misuse it, however, it can cause a great deal of damage.Make sure all electrical equipment you use is in good condition.Be sure the cords are not frayed and that you are using the proper tool for the job.Do not put electrical cords under rugs. They get frayed and can go unnoticed under a rug. This is the perfect place for a fire to start.Be sure your hands are dry before you use any electrical equipment.Do not change fuses or touch circuit breakers and less you are sure you know what you are doing.Do not run all household appliances at the same time in an effort to save time.



Smoking in the Home: 
• Be sure ashtrays are provided and that they are used. 
• Never empty warm ashtrays into plastic bags, plastic waste 

baskets, or containers.  
• A participant who has been given a sedative should not 

smoke. 
• A confused participant should not smoke. 
• A participant in bed should not smoke unattended. 
• Check chairs, upholstery, and blankets for ashes or cigarettes 

if your participant is smoking. 
• If a participant has hand tremors, light his/her cigarette, and 

assist him/her as he/she smokes if you feel comfortable or 
your agency will allow. 

• Never allow smoking while the participant is using oxygen! 
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Many participants smoke, as do many visitors. If a participant permit smoking in his home - unless it is not allowed for medical reasons or because oxygen is present -  you will be asked to tolerate it. If you are uncomfortable in a house with cigarette smoke, discuss this with your supervisor. Keep these rules in mind if people are smoking in the house:Be sure ashtrays are provided and that they are used.Never empty warm ashtrays into paper or plastic bags, plastic waste baskets, or other containers. When you empty an ashtray, be sure that contents are cool. Wet the ashes if you are in doubt.A participant who has been given a sedative should not smoke.A confused participant should not smoke.A participant in bed should not smoke unattended.Check chairs, Upholstery, and blankets for ashes or cigarettes if your participant is smoking.If a participant has hand tremors, light his cigarette, and assist him as he smokes.



Safety in the Kitchen: 
• Know how to use a fire extinguisher if it is in the house. 
• Do not leave grease on the stove. Clean it up. 
• If you have a grease fire, do not put water on it. Use a 

chemical type fire extinguisher or baking soda to smother it. 
• Do not leave cooking pots unattended. 
• Have good lighting in the kitchen. 
• Be alert when carrying hot liquids. 
• Keep paper towels, napkins, and potholders away from the 

burners. 
• Keep the kitchen floor clean and free of clutter and spills. 
• Store knives so that blades are protected. 
• Electrical cooking does not produce a visible flame, so be 

sure to check that the dial is at the setting you want or at off.  
• Be sure to keep people, animals, and flammable objects 

clear of the cooking element until you are certain it has 
cooled. 
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Some people cook in a hurry and think about many other things while they are cooking. This leads to various types of accidents in the kitchen area. There are some basic safety rules you should keep in mind when you are in the kitchen.Keep a fire extinguisher in the kitchen.Do not leave spilled grease on the stove. Clean it up.If you have a grease fire, do not put water on it! Use a chemical type fire extinguisher or baking soda and/or a lid to smother it.Do not leave cooking pots unattended.Have good lighting in the kitchen.Be alert when carrying hot liquids.Keep paper towels, napkins, and potholders away from the burner.Keep the kitchen floor clean and free of clutter and spills.Store knives so that blades are protected.Electrical cooking does not produce a visible flame, so be sure to check that the dial is at the setting you want or at OFF.  Remember!  An electric burner will remain hot for a period of time after it is shut off.  Be sure to keep people, animals, and flammable objects clear of the cooking element until you are certain it has cooled.



Safety in the Bathroom: 
• Is the toilet secure to the floor? Is the seat secured to the 

toilet? 
• Can your participant get up and down safely, can he/she sit 

without additional support? 
• Are the hot and cold water faucets correctly marked? 
• Is the tub very deep, and can your participant get in and out 

safely? 
• Does your participant get weak while bathing? 
• Is there ventilation in the bathroom? 
• Are the floor tiles slippery when wet? Is there a secure bath 

mat on the floor? 
• If there are grab bars, are they secured in the wall? Towel 

bars were not designed to support weight. Special bars 
are necessary! 

• If you must use electrical equipment such as hair dryers or 
shavers, be sure your hands, body, and feet are dry. 
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Many accidents occur in the bathroom. Young and old alike have these accidents. You must be alert to potential hazards that exist due to conditions in the room and your participants abilities.Is the toilet secure to the floor? Is the seat secured to the toilet?Can your participant get up and down safely, can he sit without additional support?Are the hot and cold water faucets correctly mark?Is the tub very deep, and can your participant get in and out safely?Does your participant get weak while bathing?Is there ventilation in the bathroom?Or the floor tiles Slippery When Wet? Is there a secure bath mat on the floor?If there are grab bars, are they secured in the wall? Towel bars were not designed to support weight. Special bars are necessary!If you must use electrical equipment such as hair dryers or shavers, be sure your hands, body, and feet are dry.



Proper Storage: 
• Dispose of items in well ventilated containers. 

• Do not keep dirty rags in a closed container. 
• Do not store flammable liquids near a source of heat 

• Only use flammable products in a well ventilated 
area. 

• Recycle newspapers and other excess paper if 
possible or put them in the trash. 
• Help your participant keep the clutter down. 
• It is a potential fire hazard when items are piled in 

a corner. 
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Dispose of articles in well-ventilated containers. Do not keep oily used rags in closed containers. They can catch fire by a process called spontaneous combustion. This means they will burn as a result of their own heat. Get rid of rags before this happens!�Do not store flammable liquids near any source of heat. Flammable liquids are those that can burn. Keep them in the garage but away from cars. Use flammable liquids in a well-ventilated area. This reduces the risk of fire and the risk of illness due to the fumes.�Do not keep piles and piles of newspapers. Make arrangements for them to be given to a recycling plant.�



Fire Prevention and Safety: 
• Fire safety means these two things: 

• Preventing fires. 
• Doing the right thing if a fire should occur. 

• Fire requires: 
• Fuel + Heat + Oxygen 

• Fires start because of: 
• Smoking and matches.  
• Misuse of electricity. 
• Defects in heating systems. 
• Spontaneous combustion. 
• Improper rubbish disposal. 
• Improper cooking techniques. 
• Improper ventilation. 
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Fire safety means three thingsPreventing firesDoing the right thing if a fire should occurProtecting your participant and yourselfFires start because ofSmoking and matches Misuse of electricityDefects and heating systemsSpontaneous combustionImproper rubbish disposalImproper cooking techniquesImproper ventilationUnderstand that fire requires three elements to burn. There must be fuel, heat, and oxygen. By removing any one of these elements, you can prevent a fire.�



Have a Fire Plan: 
• Where are the exits from the house in case of a fire? 
• How would I remove the participant from this house in case 

of fire? 
• If the participant is bed bound, how would I remove him/her 

from the fire scene? 
• Are there fire extinguishers in this house - one for grease 

fires and one for other types of fires? 
• Are there smoke detectors in this house? Do they work? 
• Does the family have a fire evacuation plan? 
• What special precautions, indicated by the town fire 

department, should be taken so that they are aware of small 
children, bed-bound residents, or people dependent upon 
oxygen or ventilators? 68 
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making a fire planAs you  meet your participant and learn the layout of the home, ask yourself the following questionsWhere are the exits from the house in case of a fire?How would I remove the participant from this house in case of fire?If the participant is bed bound, how would I remove him from the fire scene?Are there fire extinguishers in this house - one for grease fires and one for other types of fires?Are there smoke detectors in this house? Do they work?Does the family have a fire evacuation plan?What special precautions, indicated by the town fire department, should be taken so that they are aware of small children, bed-bound residents, or people dependent upon oxygen or ventilators?If the home does not have a fire plan, contact your supervisor.�



What to do in the Case of Fire: 
R -  Remove your participant from the house or involved 

room. 
A -  Alert the fire department and all others in the home. 
C -  Contain the fire and smoke by closing doors in the                      

area if it is safe to do so. 
E -  Extinguish the fire only if you are trained and it is safe 

to do so. 
Fire Extinguisher use: 
• P – Pull the pin. 
• A – Aim at the base of the fire. 
• S – Squeeze the trigger. 
• S – Sweep side to side to cover the entire base of the   

 fire. 
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�First, seal off the fire! If the fire is behind a closed door, do not open it. Take another route out of the building to safety. If you must go through a Smoke Filled Room, put a cloth - a wet one if possible - over your mouth and nose and 1 over those of your participant. Crawl along the floor to safety or keep your participant as low to the ground as possible. Keeping in mind the word race will help you remember the steps to take in case of fire.�R -  Remove your participant from the houseA -  alert the fire department and all others in the homeC -  contain the fire and smoke by closing doors in the area, it safe to do so.E -  Extinguish the fire only if you are trained and it is safe to do so.�This slide lists the steps for the proper use of a fire extinguisher using the PASS method.  As a part of your fire safety plan, be sure that you are familiar with the type of fire extinguisher in the home as well as the location.  Fire extinguishers come in several types.  Most homes will have the “ABC” type dry chemical extinguisher.  This type of extinguisher is effective on any type of fire.  If the extinguisher in the home is NOT an “ABC” type, contact your supervisor for more information about the specific type you have found.



Oxygen Safety: 
• Never permit smoking when oxygen is in use. 
• Do not use electrical appliances near oxygen.  
• Remove cigarettes, matches, and ashtrays from the room. 
• Do not use candles or open flames in the room. 
• Do not rub oil, alcohol, or talcum powder on the participant 

while the oxygen is running. 
• Avoid combing a participant's hair while he/she is receiving 

oxygen due to sparks from static electricity that may occur.  
• Wool blankets, nylon, and some synthetic fabrics can cause 

static electricity. 
• Check the oxygen equipment regularly for leaks and proper 

functioning. 
• Never touch oxygen valves. 
• All oxygen tanks are painted green so you will know when 

they are in use. 
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participants may have oxygen prescribed to them for many different reasons. They may be instructed to use oxygen and different ways, but the safety rules are always the same.Never permit smoking in the room where the oxygen tank is kept. This is true if the tank is open or shut.Do not use electrical appliances such as heating pads, hair dryers, or electric shavers near oxygen. Keep the plugs out of the wall while the oxygen is running. If a plug is pulled from the outlet while the oxygen is running, a spark could cause an explosion.Remove cigarettes, matches, and ashtrays from the room.Do not use candles or open flames in the room.Do not rub oil, alcohol, or talcum powder on the participant while the oxygen is running.Avoid combing a participant's hair while he is receiving oxygen. A spark of electricity from his hair can set off an explosion.Wool blankets, nylon, and some synthetic fabrics can cause static electricity, and electric spark sent into the air. Remove this from the participants room. Use cotton items when possible.Check the equipment regularly for leaks and proper functioning.Never touch, or adjust, oxygen valves.All oxygen tanks are painted green.



Preventing Falls: 
• Remove any tripping hazards such as throw rugs. 
• Ensure the participant area is well lit. 
• Wipe up any spills immediately. 
• Ensure the use of grab bars or railings if they are 

available. 
• Mark the edges of stairs or steps with neon tape or other 

eye catching substance like paint. 
• Instruct your participant not to hold onto unstable 

furniture while walking. 
• Ensure that the participant has non-slip mats in their 

bath or shower. 
• Ensure your participant is using his ambulatory devices 

(cane, walker, etc.) correctly. 
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About 33% of those over 65 experience Falls every year. If your participant starts to fall, don't try to stop the fall because this can injure you.  Instead, try to gently guide the participant to the ground.  As the participant is falling, try to protect their head and guide them away from any hard or dangerous object if at all possible. After the fall, even if the participant does not seem to be injured, you must call your supervisor to alert them of the fall. Your supervisor will advise you on what you should do. If the participant has visible injuries, or is complaining of acute pain, call 911 or other rescue number for help. Unless they are in imminent danger, do not attempt to move the participant on your own.  Instead, make them as comfortable as possible while waiting for assistance. Then, after you have contacted emergency services and made the participant as safe and as comfortable as possible, you can contact your supervisor to let them know of the situation.�Fall prevention guidelinesRemove any tripping hazards, such as cords, throw rugs, or anything that blocks the normal walking path through the home.Ensure the participant area is well lit.Wipe up any spills immediately.Ensure the use of grab bars or railings.Add bright tape or paint to the edge of stairs with permission of the participant and family.Instruct your participant not to hold onto unstable Furniture while walking.Ensure the participant has non-slip mats in bath or shower.Ensure your participant is using his ambulatory devices correctly.Show Falls Videoshttps://youtu.be/SIEiNnPJbGYhttps://youtu.be/dH1Bww9SHR4



FOOD PREPARATION, PLANNING AND 
PURCHASING 
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Now let’s talk about helping your participant by purchasing, planning, and preparing nutritious foods.



Introduction to Basic Nutrition: 
• Nutrition is concerned with that which nourishes the body; 

food. 
• Nutrients are food substances required by the body to 

repair, maintain, and grow new cells. 
• Protein is one of the nutrients necessary to all animal life 
• Calories are units for measuring the energy produced 

when food is digested in the body. 
• Nutrients are divided into four categories:  

• Vegetables  and Fruits = 4 cups per day 
• Meats and Proteins = 5 ounces per day 
• Grains = 6 ounces (preferred is at least 3 ounces of 

whole grain and 3 ounces of white flour based bread 
and pasta, etc.) 

• Dairy = 3 cups per day 
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Nutrition is a broad term that refers to anything that we eat or drink that provides calories, vitamins, minerals, protein, fats, and other micronutrients.  These nutrients help our bodies build, maintain, and repair tissues.  Protein is a very important nutrient for the body.  It is the primary nutrient used to build and repair tissues.  We can get the protein our bodies need from many sources.  If your participant eats meats and animal products, chances are he is getting complete proteins that contain all of the things called ‘essential amino acids’ that he needs.  If, however, you care for a participant who does not eat animal products, you will need to learn how to ensure that he receives all of these essential amino acids in his diet.  There are resources that can help you create vegetarian meals that meet the nutritional requirements of these participants.  If this is your participant’s style of eating, contact your supervisor for more information about the special protein needs of vegetarians.A calorie is the word we use to measure the energy value in the foods we eat.  On average, a 150lb man who does a moderate amount of activity during the day needs about 2500 calories a day.  For a woman, the average is much less: around 2000 calories.  If you take away activity, you decrease that energy need even further; down to something like 1500 calories per day.  When you think about the number of calories in the foods we consume, it’s easy to see how we can (and often do) consume many more calories than we need each day.  Keep this in mind when you are choosing foods to include in your participant’s menus.  You’ll need to provide meals that not only fulfill your participant’s nutrient needs, but does so without providing excess calories – all while keeping his dietary preferences in mind!  It’s a tall order, but with practice, and by working with your participant and his doctor’s recommendations, you will learn to meet this challenge and help your participant with excellent nutrition!Here’s a website that offers great information about how to meet your participant’s needs.  It’s free and it is reliable because it is maintained by the USDA.  Check it out!http://www.choosemyplate.gov/



Personal Preferences: 
Food is a very personal thing to each of us.  We like 
different flavors, textures, and types of foods.  This is 
true of your participants as well.  When buying and 
cooking for them, consider what they like and what 
kinds of food fit with their medical 
needs as well as their preferences.  
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Food is a very personal thing.  Each of us likes different flavors, textures, and types of foods.  Keep this in mind when planning meals for your participant.  Just because you like a certain food – or, dislike a certain food – does not mean that your participant does.  Be sure to discuss his preferences and keep a list of his favorite foods handy as you plan his meals.



Hydration is Critical to Health. 
• Not enough fluids = Dehydration 
• Dehydration can lead to: 

• Chemical imbalance 
• Muscle cramping 
• Confusion 
• Even death! 

• Common symptoms of dehydration  
    include: 

• Dry mouth 
• Sunken eyes 
• Dark, concentrated urine 
• Dry skin 
• Less sweating 
• Constipation 
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Water is the single most important nutrient!  Our bodies are made up of about 70% water.  It is very important to ensure that your participant has adequate, clean, water to drink.  When he doesn’t, this can lead to dehydration.  The slide lists some problems associated with dehydration and some common symptoms you might see.  If you see any of these symptoms in your participant, be sure to tell your supervisor.Some participant’s have illnesses that require them to limit the amount of water and fluids they drink.  If your participant is on a special diet that restricts his fluid intake, your service plan will tell you what that limit is.  If you are uncertain how to maintain this restriction, speak to your supervisor.  Remember, even when your participant is limited to drinking a certain amount of liquids a day, you must be on the lookout for symptoms of dehydration and report them promptly.



Planning a Menu: 
When planning a meal, remember: 
• Variety - Broccoli every day can be a bore. 
• Texture- Unless the individuals has to have soft foods, try to vary 

the texture with crunchy and soft foods.  
• Flavors- Sweet, sour, salty, bitter are the basic four categories.   
• Temperature – This is important as the person may not be able 

to distinguish when something is too hot. 
• Taste – What are the participants choices? 
• Shape – Is the plate attractive or just a blob. 
• Color – Look at the plate in the picture.   
    Notice how the colors make you want to  
    eat it up. 
• Cost – You must purchase food within  
    the participant’s budget. 
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It is often said that we eat a meal with our eyes first.  Keep this in mind while planning your participant’s meals. Create a plate that is attractive and appetizing by using shapes and colors that enhance the food being served.  Be mindful of the temperature of the foods you are serving; warm foods should be warm, and cool foods cool when they reach your participant’s mouth. Be sure to incorporate variety in textures and flavors that are pleasing to your participant.Before going to the grocery store, take time with your participant to look over his pantry and determine what he already has in the home that can be used.  Then, create a menu that uses these foods.  Your shopping trips should be used to obtain items that are not already available in the home. This will help your participant keep his food budget in check, and will prevent wasted or spoiled foods.  Be mindful of the cost of ingredients.  Can a less expensive substitute be used (such as chicken thigh meat instead of chicken breast meat)?  If your participant likes them, incorporate beans and legumes into meals to stretch the participant’s budget while providing a good source of protein.



Food Allergies: 
• Food allergies can cause: 

• Mild skin irritation 
• GI disturbances 
• Trouble breathing 
• Death! 

 
• Sometimes food allergies affect a member of the 

household instead of the participant directly.  These 
food allergies must be respected.   If someone in the 
family has a peanut allergy, you must not plan for 
peanuts in any menu item. 77 
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A quick word about food allergies:  be certain to understand the allergies that your participant has as well as allergies that may be present in other household members.  Some allergies are mild and cause things like an upset stomach, gas, bloating, or mild skin rashes and irritation.  But, some allergies are life threatening and can cause difficulty breathing that can lead to death!  Take all allergies seriously, and don’t use ingredients that contain them when planning and preparing meals in your participant’s home.  Food allergies in a home also means that you may need to adjust the type of foods that you bring for yourself to eat during your shift.  For example, if someone in the home has a serious allergy to nuts, you must be very mindful when preparing your own lunch.  You would not bring things such as nut butter sandwiches, nut butter filled crackers, or even bagged nuts.  Sometimes, the allergy within the home can be so severe that you cannot safely bring these items for fear of cross contamination.  If you are unsure, please ask your participant or your supervisor for help.



Purchasing Food Wisely 
• Read labels to discover: 

• Does this food meet the participant’s dietary 
restrictions? 

• Are there ingredients that the participant or their 
family are allergic to? 

• What is the suggested serving  
    size? 
• How many calories in a serving? 
• Does this food supply the  
   nutrients the individual needs? (Protein, carbs,   

fat, salt, etc.) 78 
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Other things to keep in mind while shopping for your participant include his dietary restrictions, hidden allergens in packaged foods, serving sizes of containers, and calorie content versus nutritional content (what nutritional ‘bang’ for the calorie ‘buck’ does this food choice provide?)Check out the video to learn more about reading labels and making informed choices. https://youtu.be/MrdCBqFYDyo



Shopping for Your Participant: 
• Prepare a list and discuss the following with the  
    participant:  

• The size of the purchase. 
• How much can you spend? 

• Are there coupons that might be used for this purchase? 
• Have you considered the participants likes and dislikes? 

• Does the participant have a favorite store? 
• Are they safe to be alone while you are gone? 

• Check your care plan first to see if the participant can be left 
alone! 

• Save all receipts. 
• Document: 

• How much money you were given? 
• How much you spent, and where? 
• How much change you brought back? 

• Your employer may have a form for documenting this 
information. 
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Now that you have decided on a menu and inventoried the panty, it’s time to go shopping!  Before you go, be sure to discuss your plans and your shopping list with your participant.  After all, it is their money you are spending and they will be eating what you buy and prepare; not you!  Some things to discuss include the size of the shopping trip, how much money can be spent, does the participant have money saving coupons or a store ad with items on sale?  Does your participant shop at a favorite store (maybe they receive loyalty points for shopping there?).Think about your participant’s safety.  Remember, that’s your top priority.  Will the participant accompany you to the store? If not, are they safe to remain at home alone?  Always be certain you understand what you can and cannot do with your participant before you make a decision about taking them with your or leaving them at the home.Always save all receipts for monies spent and items bought.  Provide these receipts to your participant when your return from your shopping trip.  Be sure to document how much money the participant gave you, how much you spent, where you spent it, and how much change you brought back.  Your agency may have a special form for you to use for this purpose.  Check with your supervisor.



Storing Food: 
• General Storage Hints 

• Do not buy more food than you can safely store. 
• Keep refrigerators operating properly by 

defrosting if needed. 
• Use a thermometer to check the temperature if 

one is available. 
• Check the expiration date on food before 

purchasing it. Choose the food with the longest 
time before expiration. 

• Rotate food. Use up older foods first. 
• Store dry ingredients in tightly covered containers. 
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Helping your participant keep his food fresh and safe to eat is one of your responsibilities in the home.  As you learned earlier, seniors may have difficulty determining if something has spoiled due to a decreases sense of smell.  They may have difficulty reading the expiration date on labels because of poor eye sight.  This is where you can help.  Be sure to check expiration dates and rotate foods in the pantry so that older items can be used first.  Be mindful of the storage space your participant has for food; don’t purchase more food (even if it’s a bargain) than your participant can safely store and use.  Be sure to keep dry ingredients in a sealed container.  This will help prevent infestation by bugs and rodents.  Placing bags of grains, sugar, and similar items into sealed plastic or glass storage containers is recommended.When it comes to protecting your participant and his family from foodborne illness, one of your most effective tools is the kitchen refrigerator. In fact, at room temperature, the numbers of bacteria that cause foodborne sickness can double every 20 minutes! Chilling foods to proper temperatures is one of the best ways to slow the growth of these bacteria.To ensure that your refrigerator is doing its job, it’s important to keep its temperature at 40 °F or below; the freezer should be at 0 °F. Since few refrigerator controls show actual temperatures, using an inexpensive freestanding appliance thermometer will allow your participant to monitor the temperature and adjust the setting of the refrigerator and/or freezer if necessary. Encourage him to buy one for the fridge, one for the freezer, and check them often (source: FDA.gov).



Serving a Meal: 
 

• Observations for you to document: 
• How is the participant’s appetite? 
• Does he/she eat the right foods for his/her diet? 
• What foods does the participant avoid? 
• Is there any discomfort associated with eating? 
• Does the participant drink fluids? 
• Does the participant eat several big meals, or does he eat all day 

long? 
• Who serves the participant if you are not there? 

• Serving a meal hints: 
• Offer toileting before meal time. 
• Encourage hand washing before eating. 
• Encourage socialization during the meal by talking and sitting with 

the participant while they eat. 
• After the meal 

• Offer oral hygiene. 
• Offer toileting. 
• Clean up any messes. 
• Encourage hand washing and personal hygiene. 
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This slide offers some tips for your participant’s meal time.  Remember, we are in the home to help the participant with the day to day activities that he cannot do for himself.  Part of that assistance includes observation and reporting of any problems the participant is having.  Be sure to watch for changes in your participant’s appetite, how well he follows his doctor’s dietary recommendations, and any food avoidance or discomfort associated with eating.  Is he drinking enough fluids?  When you are not there, can he serve himself a meal on his own?Before mealtime, be sure that you have offered toileting and hand hygiene to your participant.  Sit with him if he would like you to join him during his meal.  Meal time is a social activity, and it’s the perfect opportunity for you to engage your participant and help him socialize.  Feel free to enjoy your lunch from home with your participant.  Make conversation about current events, or engage your participant in discussions about things that interest him.  If your participant prefers to watch a favorite TV program, or enjoy a favorite radio program during meal time; sit quietly with him while he eats, and don’t interrupt the program by talking over it.  Your presence, and participation in his favorite activity, will provide meaningful social interaction for him.Once meal time is over, again offer toileting and hand hygiene.  Help him clean up if he has soiled his clothing; but be sure to maintain his dignity while doing so.  Oral hygiene after meals can help your participant maintain his health by preventing oral infections.  Interestingly, oral hygiene has been found to be very important in preventing pneumonia.  If your participant has lung problems, oral hygiene after each meal should be encouraged.



PROVIDING PERSONAL CARE 
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Consider the Participant’s 
Level of Ability: 
• Can the participant hear and understand you? 
• Can the participant follow directions? 
• How much can the participant do alone? 
• How does the participant look? Is their skin color pale or 

greyish for example? 
• Will pain be a factor in this activity? 
• Are joint motions limited? 
• Does the participant tire easily?  
• Do you need more than one person to complete this 

task? 83 
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Personal care includes those things that we normally do every day such as bathing, grooming, and toileting.  When providing your participant with assistance for these things, it is important to keep in mind his level of ability.  Your job in the home is to provide the participant with assistance for these activities.  Your goal should be to promote as much independence as possible in your participant.  To do this, you must understand his level of ability.  This is something that you will assess every day and, for many participants, throughout the day.Things to think about while assessing your participant’s level of ability:Can he clearly hear and understand your directions, and plans for the activity?Can he follow the directions you are providing? Do you need to revise your directions and only provide one step at a time to help him with his independence?How much can he do safely by himself?  Can he be left alone once you have helped him set up his bath or helped him to the toilet?  If not, how will you provide him privacy and safety at the same time?How does he look to you today?  What is his mood?  Does he appear more tired than usual?  Are his joints stiffer than usual?  Is he in pain?Will the planned activity cause pain?  Do you need to remind him to take his prescribed pain medications before the activity?  Did you plan enough time for the medication to take effect (about 30 – 60 minutes) before you plan to start the activity?Understanding these things will help you provide the assistance your participant needs while maintaining his independence, safety, and dignity.



Guidelines for Assisting 
Participants: 
• Expect to the participant to do as much as possible for 

themselves.  
• Help only when needed. 
• Work at the participant’s level and speed. 
• Plan ahead. Gather all equipment and put it in place 

before you begin the activity. 
• Know your physical capabilities, can you bend to assist 

with bathing for instance.  Will you need help getting the 
participant out of the tub? 

• Make sure your nonverbal messages match the 
words you use.   84 
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Promoting independence is so important to your participant.  When assisting him, promote the expectation that he should do as much as he is capable of on his own or under your supervision.  This may be something as small as making a choice in the clothing he would like to wear or as complicated as filling out forms or helping to fold the laundry and sweep the floor.  No matter what his level of independence is, always strive to maintain and increase it with each decision you make.Don’t rush the participant; let him work at his own pace and only help him when he asks, or safety dictates that you should.  Don’t make your time constraints the problem of the participant.  Although you have tasks that you must complete in a timely fashion, try to create a schedule that takes into account the participant’s speed of work.  By planning ahead, you can work efficiently without rushing.Understand your limitations and your capabilities.  If a task is outside of your capabilities, speak up and let your supervisor know.  If you and the participant cannot come to an agreement concerning a task, let your supervisor know.Perform all of your work, even the unpleasant tasks, with a smile in your heart.  This will come through in your body language and help the participant feel better about his dependence on your assistance.  No one enjoys cleaning a bedpan or changing soiled linens.  Avoid making facial expressions, such as wrinkling your nose, that only serve to demean your participant.



Oral Hygiene/Denture Care: 
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• When assisting remember: 
• Always wear gloves.  The mouth is considered a 

dirty area that has body fluids (saliva, blood) within it. 
• Brushing after every meal is best, but the participant 

should brush their teeth at least once every 12 
hours. 

• Allow the participant to do as much as they can.  You 
may have to give some directions or assist with 
holding the brush. 

• If they can not stand, bring a basin to a table and 
allow them to sit and lean over the basin. 

• If they have dentures, clean them as directed by the 
participant and remember to also brush their tongue 
and gums to prevent bacterial infections. 
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Oral hygiene is just as important for seniors as it is for any other age group.  When assisting your participant with oral hygiene, here are some tips to follow:Always wear gloves.  Working with someone’s mouth means you are in contact with mucus membranes, and there is a potential for exposure to bleeding gums.Encourage your participant to brush their teeth after each meal is best, but if they don’t, they should brush their teeth at least every 12 hours.Allow the senior to do as much of the oral care as they can do for themselves.  You can help them by directing the areas they missed, applying toothpaste to the brush for them, or helping steady their hand as they brush.If your participant cannot tolerate standing at a sink, bring a basin, towel and water to them as they sit at a table.  Assist them as needed.participants who have dentures, or who doe not have teeth still need oral care.  Be sure to encourage them to brush their gums and tongue at least every 12 hours to prevent oral infections.



Assisting the Participant to Dress: 
• Assemble equipment and clothing. 
• Protect the participant's privacy. 
• Wash your hands. 
• Assist the participant to sit at the edge of the bed or flat on his 

back if he cannot sit at the edge of the bed. 
• Assist with underwear and trousers or pajama bottoms: 

• Dress an injured or unbending leg first. 
• Stand the participant if possible or have him/her lift his/her 

buttocks to pull up the pants to his/her waist. 
• Assisting with dressing the upper body: 

• For over the head types of shirts, place the injured or a 
mobile arm into the shirt first followed by the head and neck 
and finally the good arm. 

• For a button up type shirt, place the sleeve over the injured 
or immobile arm first, bring the shirt around the back and 
slip the good arm into the sleeve. 
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Getting up every day and putting on clothes is something most of us has done since we were children.  As we age, disabilities can make dressing ourselves difficult or impossible.  The slide shows the proper steps to take when assisting your participant to dress.  Remember, promoting independence is key!  Assist your participant; don’t do more than they need you to do.The important take away from the slide includes:Ensure privacyDress the injured or unbending limb first, and then the uninjured or flexible limb.Be sure to perform hand hygiene before and after participant care.Be sure to document what you do, and report anything unusual to your supervisor.



Assisting the participant to dress: 
(Cont’d) 

• Assist with socks or stockings.  
• Discourage the use of garters as they decrease 

circulation. 
• Assist with shoes.   

• Be sure they fit.   
• Be sure to document any findings of blisters or red 

areas on the feet and report this to your supervisor. 
• Ensure the participant’s comfort. 
• Wash your hands. 
• Document that you assisted with dressing in your visit 

note. Report any unusual findings to your supervisor. 87 



Bathing Guidelines: 
• Should be done when, where and how as the 

participant’s chooses. 
• Use good body mechanics to prevent injuring yourself 

or the participant. 
• Keep soap in a container not in the tub/basin of water. 
• Observe safety rules. 
• Only use non medicated lotions or creams. 
• Use deodorant if the participant requests it. 
• Check the pockets of bed clothes before putting them in 

the laundry. 
• Talk with your participant as you assist him/her. 
• Observe your participant for distress, fatigue, or 

discomfort. Stop the bath if these occur. 
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When you assist your participant with bathing, there are some things to remember:Although it might be your custom to bath in the morning, for some participants this is not reasonable.  For a participant who is easily tired, the more appropriate time to bath may be right before bedtime so they can save their energy for other daytime activities.  Check with your participant, and make the best bathing routine for the individual.Remember to use good body mechanics.  Stooping over and bending at the waist can really strain your back.  Be mindful of this to prevent injury to yourself while you care for your participant.  Also, remember that bathrooms are slippery; take special precautions to prevent accidents.Remember your safety rules:  Always check the bath water temperature BEFORE you let the participant test it.  Run a bit of cool water through the faucet after running hot water.  This will prevent burns if the participant touches the faucet.  Be sure to use anti-slip mats and keep water wiped up to help guard against falls.NEVER leave a participant alone in a full bathtub.  Stay within earshot if they need privacy; be alert to any sounds of distress.Applying lotions to frail elderly skin is a great way to lubricate and moisturize it.  Be sure that you only use non-medicated lotions.Some participants may use underarm deodorant and some may not.  Ask your participant his preference.Be sure pockets are empty before putting clothes in the laundryKeep up a casual conversation with your participant as you assist him.Be sure to observe your participant’s skin for any injuries, rashes, or other abnormalities.  Report these to your supervisor if you find them.If your participant becomes overly tired during the bath, stop and let him rest.  You can always resume when he has rested.



Types of Baths: 
There are four ways to give a bath: 
• Partial bath 
• Tub bath 
• Shower bath 
• Bed bath 
 
Follow the service plan as to which type of bath to 
give. 
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Not every participant is safe to take a bath in a tub full of water.  You might be instructed to bath the participant in a different way.  You’ll hear terms like partial bath, tub bath, shower bath, and bed bath.  What do each of these mean?  Over the next several sides, we’ll define and go through the procedures for each different type of bath.Remember, your service plan will tell you which type of bath the participant prefers and which one the supervisor has determined is safe for him.



Partial Bath: 
• Assist the participant with establishing a bathing routine 

to save his/her energy. 
• Bring the wash water to his/her bed or assist the 

participant to the bathroom. 
• Take a chair into the bathroom or have the participant 

sit on the toilet that is covered by a towel. 
• Allow the participant to wash as much of his/her body 

as he/she can safely reach. 
• Be very observant of the participant’s safety while they 

are bathing. 
• Give the participant as much privacy as possible as 

she/he bathes. 90 
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For participants who are weak and tire easily, a partial bath may be assigned to you.  In this type of bath, you will not necessarily wash the participant’s entire body.  You’ll focus on areas that accumulate sweat and oils, and the perineal area (the area around the anus, penis, and vagina and urinary openings).Be sure to keep the participant warm with a towel or a bath blanketEnsure his privacy; only uncover the part of the body being washed, and then recover the part after you have rinsed and dried him.Change the wash water as needed when it becomes dirty, soapy, or cold.Wash the participant beginning with the cleaner parts of the body; face, then arms, then chest and back, then legs, then feet, and finally the perineal area.Let the participant wash the areas he can reach – such as his arms, face, chest and perineal area.  You may need to help wash his back and his legs/feet.Sometimes, the participant will have a shower chair or bath chair in his tub that can be used for a partial bath.Remember!  Promote independence.



Tub Bath: 
• Assemble needed equipment and clothes. 
• Ensure privacy. 
• Explain the procedure. 
• Ensure safety. 
• Be sure the tub is clean. 
• Wash your hands and put on gloves. 
• Assist the participant to the bathroom. 
• Fill the tub half full with water and be sure you check the 

temperature on your wrist before the participant enters the 
tub. 

• Assist the participant with undressing and getting into the 
tub. 

• Let the participant stay in the bathtub as long as permitted 
on the service plan.  Give him/her as much privacy as safety 
will permit. 
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A tub bath is appropriate for participants who are steady on their feet, and strong enough to raise and lower themselves into and out of the tub.  The slide lists the steps to take to ensure safety for your participant during a tub bath.



Tub Bath (cont’d) 
• Help him/her wash areas he/she cannot reach. 
• Empty the tub before the participant gets out of the tub. 
• Place a towel on a chair or commode for the participant to sit 

on while they dry themselves or you assist them. 
• Allow the participant to dry as much as he/she can. 
• Assist with dressing. 
• Assist the participant out of the bathroom. 
• Ensure the participant is comfortable. 
• Return to the bathroom and clean the area as necessary. 
• Place used linen in the laundry. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands. 
• Document that you assisted with a tub bath. 
• Note any observations about the participant and report unusual 

observations to your supervisor. 
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Shower Bath: 
• Begin the procedure as you would a tub bath. 
• Position a shower chair in the shower or tub if the 

participant uses one. 
• Assist the participant to the bathroom. 
• Turn on the shower and adjust the water temperature; 

test the water before you allow the participant to test it. 
• Assist the participant into the shower. 
• Hand the participant the shower extension, if available. 
• Offer as much privacy as safety will allow. 
• When the participant is finished turn off the water 

before assisting the participant out of the shower. 
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The shower bath can be done a couple of ways.  For strong participants, they may be able to stand in the shower stall to bath.  For others, they may need to be seated on a shower chair that sits inside of the tub or the shower stall.  In either case, be sure to follow safety precautions to prevent falls, scalds, and tripping accidents.  The slide lists the proper steps to take while assisting your participant with a shower bath.



Shower Bath: (cont’d) 

• Place a towel on a chair or the commode for the participant to 
sit on while he/she dries. 

• Assist the participant in dressing. 
• Assist him/her with ambulation to a comfortable chair or 

his/her bed. 
• Return to the bathroom and clean the shower and bathroom 

as necessary. 
• Gather used linens and take them to the laundry. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands. 
• Document that you gave a shower or bath to the participant in 

your care note. 
• Document any observations about the participant during the 

procedure. 
• Report any unusual findings to your supervisor.  
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Guidelines for Hair Care 
• Keep the participant free of drafts. 
• Never cut a participant's hair. 
• Never color a participant's hair. 
• Never give a permanent. 
• Style the participant's hair as he or she is 

accustomed to having it done. 
• Wear gloves while washing hair. 
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There are a few points to remember when caring for your participant’s hair.Be sure to protect your participant from drafts while his hair is wet to prevent him getting chilled.Never cut your participant’s hair.  To do so requires a special license from the state.  Cutting the participant’s hair while you are in the home employed as a patient care assistant is against the law – even if you happen to have a license to cut hair at another job.Never color, bleach, or apply a permanent to your participant’s hair.  The same special licensing that is needed to cut hair is necessary for performing these procedures.Do not use a hot comb or curling iron on your participant’s hair.  While this isn’t against the law, it is dangerous and can cause severe burns to your participant.  You may use a hair dryer to blow dry the participant’s hair; just be sure to use the lowest heat setting, keep the air moving, and be sure that your participant can communicate with you about their comfort level.  If they cannot communicate with you, do not use a hair dryer for that participant.Comb or style the participant’s hair in the manner they are accustomed.Wear gloves when washing a participant’s hair.  The scalp may have open sores that you cannot see through their hair, so protect yourself from exposure.



Shampoo at a Sink: 
• Wear gloves. 
• Gather your supplies. 
• Protect the participant’s clothes and keep them warm by 

draping a towel or robe over their shoulders. 
• Give them a washcloth to put over their eyes. 
• If the participant is sensitive to having water in their ears, 

offer them cotton balls to keep the water out. 
• Adjust the water temperature before the participant tries. 
• Have the participant lean over the sink while you wet their 

hair with a cup or glass. 
• Add shampoo, being careful to not pull their hair or scratch 

the scalp. 
• Rinse and apply conditioner or other products the participant 

might use. 
• Dry with a towel before the participant stands up.  
• Comb and style the participant’s hair as directed by them. 
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When shampooing a participant’s hair at a sink, here are some guidelines:Wear glovesGather your supplies (shampoo, towels, a wash cloth, cotton balls, and a cup or small pitcher)Protect the participant’s clothes, and keep them warm by draping a towel or bath blanket over their shouldersGive him a wash cloth to hold over his eyesOffer him cotton balls to keep water out of his ear canals if he is sensitive to water in his ears.Adjust the water temperature at the faucet.  Check the temperature yourself, and then have the participant check the temperature.  Adjust to his liking.Have the participant lean over the sink with his face down, covering his eyes with a wash cloth to keep water and soap out of themUsing the cup or pitcher, wet his hair completely.Apply shampoo to the wetted hair and massage the scalp well – take care not to scratch his scalp or pull his hair.Rinse the hair with the cup or pitcher.Apply cream rinse or conditioner to the hair if the participant uses these products.  Follow the directions on the bottle, and rinse well.Use the towel that you had around the participant’s shoulders to dry his hair before he stands upright.  This will prevent water from dripping down his back and wetting his shirt.Dry and style the participant’s hair to his likingRemember:  work quickly so the participant doesn’t become too tired.  If the participant becomes light headed, or too weak to finish the procedure, set him down into a chair right away to prevent a fall.  It’s OK if you were unable to rinse his hair completely.  You can finish the procedure once he has gained his strength, or you can finish removing the soap with a damp wash cloth by wiping the head and rinsing the cloth until all soap has been removed.



Combing the Participant’s Hair: 
• Wash your hands and put on gloves. 
• Remove glasses if the participant wears them. 
• Parting hair down the middle will make it easier to comb. 
• Be gentle. 
• Be sure to brush the back of the head. 
• If the participants hair is long, suggest braiding it if the hair 

tangles frequently. 
• Always arrange the participants hair the way he or she wants 

it. 
• Offer them a mirror. 
• Always provide safety and comfort. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands. 
• Document the procedure and any observations you made. 
• Report anything unusual to your supervisor. 
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Combing hair is a rather straight forward procedure.  The slide offers some suggestions to make combing hair an easier job.



Shaving a Participant: 
• Always wash your hands and wear gloves. 
• Raise the head of the bed, or seat him/her in a 

chair (or, on the toilet). 
• Spread a towel under the participant’s chin to 

catch trimmings. 
• Apply warm water to the face with a damp 

washcloth to soften the beard. 
• Apply shaving cream generously. 
• Hold the skin tight while shaving and shave in 

the direction of hair growth. 98 
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You may be asked to assist in shaving your male participant’s face.  The procedure for shaving a participant with a safety razor is listed on the slide.  When using an electric shaver, you will not use water.  The face is shaved dry with an electric shaver.  If you are unsure how to operate the participant’s electric shaver, ask him to show you or read the instructions.  Like any other appliance, do not use it if you are unsure of how to operate it.  And, like any electric device, do not use an electric shaver near water.Remember, only use a safety razor or electric shaver to shave a participant.  Never use a straight razor!  Your agency may have rules against using a safety razor.  Be sure to check with your supervisor.



Shaving a Participant: (cont’d) 

• Rinse safety razors often. 
• Take special care around the nose and lips. 
• Any nicks or cuts must be reported to the supervisor. 

Do not apply medications. 
• Apply aftershave lotion or powder if the participant 

requests. 
• Ensure safety and comfort. 
• Be sure to clean equipment and return it to its proper 

place. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands when you 

are finished. 
• Document the procedure in your visit note and note 

any observations you made. 
• Report any unusual observations to your supervisor. 
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Toileting Options: 
Bedside commode: 

• A bedside commode is a portable frame with a pan or pail into 
which the participant urinates or defecates. 

• Guidelines: 
• Always ensure as much privacy as safety  
    allows. 
• Always explain what you are doing to help. 
• Wash your hands and wear gloves. 
• Place the commode as close to the participant 
    as possible if it is not positioned over a toilet. 
• Use proper body mechanics when assisting the participant on 

to and off of the commode. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands if you leave the 

room while the participant is on the commode. 
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     When assisting the participant with toileting, he may use a portable bed side commode.  If you have not used one of these in the past, you will find that they all function essentially the same.  They all have rubber feet, hand holds, a seat, and a removable bucket.  Some are narrow, and some are wide enough to fit over a toilet and act as a raised toilet seat.  When a portable commode is used as a raised toilet seat, the bucket is removed and the participant urinates or defecates into the toilet while seated on the commode.     We won’t discuss using a toilet separately, as the procedure is the same (with the exception of emptying and cleaning the bucket).     When using the commode, follow these guidelines:Always ensure privacyAlways explain the procedureAlways wash your hands and wear glovesPlace the commode as close to the participant as possible if it is not over the toiletUse correct body mechanics when transferring the participant to and from the commodeOffer as much privacy as safety allowsRemove gloves and wash your hands if you leave the room while the participant is on the commodeRemember to put on gloves when you returned to assist the participant when he has finishedOffer toilet tissue to the participantYou must clean the participant if he is unable to do soRemember to remove your gloves and wash your hands when the procedure is completeAssist the participant back to his bed or chairOffer hand-washing to the participantAnd sure he is safe and comfortablePut on your gloves and clean the commodeEmpty the pale into the toilet and clean the paleRemove gloves once again and wash handsDocument your assistance in your car note along with any observationsReport any unusual observations to your supervisor     Remember your infection control lessons about which areas of the home are considered clean and which are dirty.  Avoid cross contamination!  When gathering rinse water for the commode bucket, please do not use a sink that your participant uses for drinking water or for oral hygiene.  Get water from the tub spout or from a utility sink.  Always pour rinse water into the toilet; never down a sink or tub drain.



Bedside Commode: (cont’d)  
• Remember to put new gloves back on if you have left the 

room and return to assist the participant. 
• Offer toilet tissue to the participant. 
• You must clean the participant if they are unable to do so. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands when the 

procedure is finished. 
• Assist the participant back to bed or chair. 
• Offer hand washing to the participant. 
• Be sure the participant is safe and comfortable. 
• Put on gloves again and clean the commode. 
• Empty the pail, clean the pail and return it to the commode. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands. 
• Document your assistance in the notes along with any 

observations. 
• Report any unusual observations to your supervisor. 
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Assisting with a Urinal: 
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• Wear your gloves. 
• Ensure privacy. 
• You may need to help the participant hold the urinal or help him 

position his penis into the opening. 
• You may find it helpful to offer the participant a wash cloth or other 

protective cloth to catch any drips, spills, or accidents in aiming his 
urine stream. 

• Allow him time to urinate; don’t rush him. 
• When he is finished, offer tissue to dry any urine from the penis and 

dispose of this tissue in the toilet or the trash. 
• Offer hand hygiene to the participant. 
• Empty the urinal into the toilet and flush. 
• Rinse the urinal by filling with water from the tub (please don’t use the 

sink where the participant brushes his teeth!) and then pouring the 
rinse water into the toilet – recall your infection control lesson about 
clean and dirty areas of the home. 

• Replace the urinal in the location that participant normally stores it. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of your male participants will use a urinal instead of a bed side commode or toilet to urinate.  These simple devices are nothing more than a pitcher with a handle and a lid.When providing assistance with a urinal, here are some guidelines:



Assisting with Incontinence: 
Incontinence is the inability to control the flow of urine or 
stool resulting in soiling of clothing, bedding,  and /or 
seating surfaces. 
 
• Understand the  cause: 

• Is this new, or is this a condition the participant has had for a 
while? 

• Are medications or environment causing more problems? Is it too 
far to get to the bathroom in time, for example. 

• Be supportive. 
• Provide toileting reminders. 
• Make it easy to find the toilet or consider a bedside commode. 
• Identify when incontinence occurs and make a plan to toilet 

before accidents occur. 
• Try setting a toileting schedule. 
• Give plenty of time for toileting; don’t rush! 
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Incontinence can be caused by many factors, including an inability to recognize the need to use the restroom, forgetting where the bathroom is located, medications, stress, certain physical conditions, clothing that is difficult to remove and constipation.If a person with Alzheimer's or other dementia has recently started to lose control of his or her bladder and bowels, the first and most important step is to determine possible causes.  If your participant is suddenly incontinent and this is new, report this to your supervisor because it may be an indication of a serious medical condition.     When helping your participant manage their incontinence, consider medical conditions, medication side effects and obstacles that may be causing or contributing to the problem:     Medical conditions that can cause incontinence:Urinary tract infection, constipation or prostate problem Diabetes, stroke or a muscular disorder such as Parkinson's diseasePhysical disabilities that prevent the person from reaching the bathroom in time     Medications and diuretics that can cause incontinence:       Sleeping pills and anxiety-reducing drugs that may relax the bladder musclesDrinks such as cola, coffee and tea, which can act as diuretics; a diuretic increases urinationEnvironment and clothing obstacles that can contribute to incontinence:Not being able to find the bathroomObstacles on the way to the bathroom, such as furniture or clutter�Clothing that is difficult to removeHow to respondBe supportiveReassure the person to reduce feelings of embarrassment.�Be matter-of-fact; don't scold or make the person feel guilty.�



Incontinence Care: 
 

• Wear gloves. 
• Gather supplies. 
• Be supportive, do not get angry or shame the participant. 
• Provide privacy and dignity as much as you can. 
• Protect furniture and bedding with water proof pads. 
• Remove soiled diapers and clean the remaining urine or stool.  
• Wash and rinse the area. Be sure to pay attention to and clean skin 

folds both in the perineum and the rectal areas to prevent skin 
breakdown. 

• Replace soiled adult diapers with clean ones.  
• Assist the participant to get dressed and position them in a chair or 

bed as they choose. 
• Replace soiled linens if necessary. 
• Launder soiled clothing and linens in hot water separately from 

other linens. 
• Remove your gloves and wash your hands. 
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Presentation Notes
If your participant has an incontinent episode, you will need to assist him in cleaning himself.  If your participant uses incontinence briefs (please avoid calling them ‘adult diapers’), the job will be much simpler and chances are that you will not have laundry to clean in addition to the participant’s skin.  Many participants cannot afford these incontinence briefs, and will rely on you to offer reminders and to help him manage his incontinence before accidents happen.  When an accident does happen, follow these steps:Gather your supplies (this may be a new brief, or an entire change of clothes and/or bed linens.  Wash clothes, wash water, soap – or, pre-moistened, disposable cleaning towels designed to be used on the perineal area without rinsing, and a moisture proof bag)Assess your participant’s level of ability; move him to a private area that is safe.  This may be lying on his bed, or into the bathroom where he can be seated on the toilet.Wash your hands and put on glovesAssist the participant in removing the soiled garments taking care to keep any feces contained within the soiled underclothes or incontinence brief.Place the soiled items in a moisture proof bagAssist the participant by helping him clean his perineal area paying close attention to skin folds, areas between the buttocks, the labia on women, and the testicles and penis of men.  Be sure the area is dry before applying fresh clothing.Assess your participant’s skin while you assist him and note any areas of redness or broken skin.  If you find these things, report them to your supervisor.Remove your gloves and wash your hands before you handle his clean clothingHelp him dress in clean clothes and/or apply fresh linens to his bed.Make him comfortableDon a fresh pair of gloves and turn your attention to the soiled linens.If the participant was wearing a disposable brief, simply tie the moisture proof bag closed and dispose of it in the trash.If the participant’s clothing or linens were soiled, sure to remove as much feces as possible from the garments and flush down the toilet.  Then, place the soiled garments back into the moisture proof bag and take it to the laundry area.  Soiled garments should be washed as soon as possible, and they should be laundered in hot water separately from other items.  If you participant does not have a washing machine in his home, or if the participant does not want you to launder his soiled linens with each occurrence, contact your supervisor for further instructions.After placing the soiled items into the washer, remove your gloves and wash your hands.Then, you can return to the washer and add soap, disinfectant, and operate the controls.  Please do not touch these items with dirty gloves.  Remember the chain of infection!



Observations to Report: 

• Any change in how often the participant urinates or 
passes stool either more or less. 

• Color and odor changes in the urine or feces. 
• Any pain with elimination, either urine or feces. 
• Changes in the ability to control either urine or 

feces. 
• Any foreign material such as blood or mucus that is 

seen in either the urine or feces. 
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Presentation Notes
As with all other activities, a part of your job is to observe and report any elimination problems that your participant has.  If you see anything unusual in the participant’s stool or urine, be sure to report this to your supervisor.  If your participant becomes incontinent and this is new, or increasing, report it to your supervisor.



Safe Transfers and Mobility 
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Sitting up in Bed: 
• Explain the procedure to the participant. 
• Ensure the participant’s privacy. 
• Wash your hands. 
• Roll the participant on his/her side facing you and bend his/her 

knees. 
• Use one arm to hold behind his/her knees. 
• Place the other arm under his neck and shoulders. 
• Use good body mechanics in a wide base of support by 

spreading your legs apart. 
• On the count of three, shift your weight back on your back leg 

while swinging the participant's legs over the edge of the bed 
and pulling his shoulders to a sitting position. 

• Remain in front of the participant supporting him with both 
hands until he is stable. 

• Proceed with the remainder of the transfer. 
• If the participant can help by pushing up with their arms, stand 

by to assist if needed. 
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Presentation Notes
For participants who only need a little assistance, you may be talking them through this procedure instead of putting your hands on them to assist. when this is the case, as he swings his legs over the edge of the bed he will be pushing himself to a sitting position with his arms.  Be sure that you remain at his side while he sits up just in case he loses his balance and begins to fall backwards.  Remember; if you attempt to catch him when he loses his balance, you run the risk of injuring yourself.  Instead, you should guide him back to a lying position and help him avoid hitting his head or other body parts on hard objects.  Then, with his next attempt, be sure that you offer added help as described above.  If you are uncertain about how to sit a participant up in bed, ask your supervisor to demonstrate the procedure for you.�



Standing from Sitting: 
• Explain to the participant that you are going to help him/her to stand. 
• Direct him/her to scoot to the front edge of the bed or the chair so that 

his/her buttocks are near the edge with his/her feet flat on the floor 
and about a shoulder width apart. 

• Place one of your knees between his/her knees. 
• Maintain a wide base of support by spreading your feet apart.  
• Lean forward and place your arms around the participants chest  

below his/her arms. 
• Direct the participant that on the count of three he/she should lean 

forward, push up with their arms and stand up. 
• While the participant is standing, shift your weight to your back leg 

and assist him/her to a standing position while holding him/her close. 
• Continue to stand with the participant with both hands on him until 

he/she is steady. 
• When he/she is steady, continue the ambulation.  
• Document your assistance in the participant care note and document 

any observations. 
• Report any unusual findings to your supervisor 
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Once your participant is sitting on the side of his bed, give him a few moments to steady himself.  Be sure that he is not light headed or dizzy before helping him to the standing position.  Although many participants will be able to rise on their own and you will only need to stand by to be sure they are safe, some will need more assistance – a little extra muscle – to get stood up.  The slide describes the step to take when helping a participant to rise.Remember: protect your back when assisting your participant.  Keep your abdominal muscles tight, your back flat, and bend from your knees and not from your waist.  Use your strong buttock muscles and leg muscles to assist the participant to the standing position.  Do not use your arms and back muscles to pull him up.  If you are uncertain about how to perform standing assistance, please ask your supervisor for a demonstration.



Sitting from Standing: 
• Helping a participant to sit is the reverse of helping 

them to stand. 
• Remember to direct your participant to reach back 

for the arms of the chair before sitting down. 
• Help support his/her descent to make it as gentle as 

possible. 
• Remember to use proper body mechanics and 

protect your back. 
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Presentation Notes
Sitting from a standing position is essentially the reverse of standing from sitting.  However, there are a few things to speak to.Be sure that your participant can feel the bed or chair with the back of their legs before they attempt to sit.Encourage the participant to reach back for, and feel, the arm of the chair or the surface of the bed before attempting to sit.Help support him to make his decent as smooth and gentle as possible – avoid allowing the participant to ‘plop down’ onto the chair or the bed.  Understand that it requires a lot of muscle control to smoothly lower himself into a seated position.  Your job is to protect him from injury and help him smoothly descend without straining your back – remember your good body mechanics!



Pivot Transfers from Bed to Chair: 
• Place the chair or wheelchair at a 45 degree angle to the 

bed. 
• Place that chair or wheelchair so that the participant will 

move toward his/her stronger side. 
• Ensure safety by locking wheelchair wheels and the 

wheels on the bed. 
• Wash your hands. 
• Explain the procedure to the participant. 
• Bring the participant to the sitting position with his/her legs 

over the edge of the bed. 
• Put slippers or shoes on his/her feet. 
• Assist the participant to a standing position. 
• Have the participant reach back for the arm of the chair 

and pivot while sitting. 
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The pivot transfer is a combination of assisting the participant to stand and then helping him pivot so that he can then sit down again into a wheelchair or other chair that is placed closely to the bed.  This type of transfer is useful when your participant is particularly weak from fatigue or if he has had a stroke that has created weakness on one side of his body.The procedure is listed on the slide.  If you are uncertain about how to perform this procedure, ask your supervisor to demonstrate it to you.To return the participant to the bed from a chair using the pivot transfer, simply reverse the steps.



• Remember to maintain good body mechanics. 
• Keep your foot  near the participant’s foot for extra 

support . 
• Ensure the participant is comfortable in the chair. 
• Ensure the participant's safety. 
• Wash your hands. 
• Document in the participant's care note that you 

assisted him. Note any observations about the 
procedure. 

• Report any unusual observations to your supervisor. 
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Pivot Transfers from Bed to Chair: 



Ambulation Assistance: 
Ambulate means to walk. 
• Use the proper procedure for the participant to come to 

a standing position. 
• Use a gait belt for extra support if the participant uses 

one.  You will be instructed to use this by your 
supervisor if needed. 
• Stand on the participant's weaker side and a little 

behind him/her. 
• One hand should be on the gait belt and the other in 

front of the collarbone on the weaker side. 
• If the participant does not use a gait belt, stand on their 

weakest side and take their hand and bend both your 
arms so you can be a support on that side.  Proceed 
forward slowly. 
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When a participant is unsteady on his feet, or if he has had a stroke that has left one side of his body weaker than the other, he may need you to walk with him.  This is referred to as ‘assisted ambulation’.  When assisting a participant with ambulation, remember these key points:Stand on the participant’s weaker side, and place your hand on his shoulder for stability.Stand a little behind him.  This will help you assist him to the floor or a chair should he lose his balance.  Landing on his buttocks is always preferable to landing face first onto the floor!  If he were to begin to topple forward, you can pull him backward and prevent him from falling forward and potentially injuring himself worse.If your participant uses a gait belt, keep one hand on the gait belt and the other on his shoulder for support while ambulating.



Assistive Walking Devices 
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Presentation Notes
There are an array of assistive walking devices that your participant may use.  On the slide are examples of walkers, quad-canes (canes with 4 ‘feet’), regular canes, and a roller walker device that includes in integrated seat (and some even have shopping baskets on the front!).  Each devise is used for a specific purpose.  Some devices may not be appropriate for your participant, so do not suggest a assistive device that has not been prescribed to the participant by his physician.Here are some general guidelines when using assistive devices:Canes crutches and walkers must always have rubber tips on the endTips should not be worn wet or tornScrews and bolts should be securely in placeWooden canes and crutches should be smooth with no cracks Metal canes crutches and walkers should have no sharp edges and should be straightWhen going up stairs remember up with the  strong leg first,  followed by the assistive walking device and finally the weaker legWhen going downstairs remember down  with the assistive device first followed by the weaker leg and finally the stronger legThe hand piece of the assistive device should be level with the hip to allow a slight bend at the elbow when the participant is standingEquipment is not used until after the participant is in the standing positionDo not use walkers crutches or canes to pull up to a standing position



Guidelines for Using a Cane 
• Place the cane about 12 inches in front of the 

stronger side 
• Bring the weaker leg forward so that it is even with 

the cane 
• Bring the stronger leg forward 
   just ahead of the cane and 
   repeat the process. 
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When your participant uses a cane, be sure he is using it properly and safely.  Many participants will purchase canes at a pharmacy or will aquire them from friends and family.  They may not have received instruction on the proper use of the cane.  The slide contains guidelines on the proper use of canes.  If you notice that your participant is not using his cane properly, help him be safe by instructing him in the proper use.  Place to cane about 12 inches in front of the stronger sideBring the weaker leg forward so that it is even with the caneBring the stronger leg forward just ahead of the caneIf you would like to watch a demonstration of the proper use of a cane, click on the link for a quick video demonstration.



Guidelines for Using a Walker: 
• Be sure all four walker feet are on the ground before 

the participant pushes down on the walker.  
• The participant’s feet should be stationary while the 

walker is being moved.  
• If the walker is stationary, the participant can move his 

feet. 
• The walker should be picked up and moved if it does 

not have wheels; not slid along the  
   ground. 
• You may want to stand behind the  

person using the walker to assist 
if needed. 
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Like other assistive devices, walkers are used for specific purposes.  Some walkers have wheels, and some do not.  Sometimes participants will put split tennis balls over the rubber feet to help the walker glide across carpeting, or if they are too weak to lift the walker from the floor.  Although these methods are used often, please be sure that your participant does not have tennis balls or wheels on all FOUR feet.  If he does, the walker may slide out from under him and cause him to fall.When your participant uses a walker, he should not be moving his feet if the walker is being moved.  Once the walker has been placed on the floor, the participant can step up into the walker.  Be sure that your participant isn’t bending over at the waist and reaching far forward when placing his walker ahead for his next step.  He can easily lose his balance and topple forward over the walker severely injuring himself.To safely use a walker, your participant needs upper body strength. Walkers help with balance and to steady the gait.  If a participant isn’t strong enough to use the walker properly, it may be more of a danger than a help.  If you are concerned about your participant’s safety.  Speak up and report your findings to your supervisor.Watch the video for a demonstration of the proper use of a walker.  If you are still unsure of the procedure, ask your supervisor for a demonstration.



Things to Remember: 
• Always use good body mechanics to protect you and the 

participant. 
• Be sure of your participant’s abilities before you begin to 

walk. 
• Use common sense.  If today isn’t a good day, try again 

tomorrow. 
• Know your abilities before you begin.  Get help if you need 

it. 
• Communicate well with the participant, encourage them to 

walk. 
• Set an example for the participant and family as to how to 

properly assist the participant. 
• Use the same procedure each time. 
• Ensure the participant's safety by having them wear 

appropriate no skid shoes and well fitted clothing. 
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You have heard this many times, but I will repeat it here again.  Always protect your back by using good body mechanics when assisting your participant with ambulation and transfers.Remember to assess your participants level of ability before ambulatingUse common sense; if something doesn’t seem right, or safe – don’t do it!Remember your limitations.  If ambulating your participant feels like more than you can safely do alone, get help!  Don’t put yourself or your participant at risk by doing more than you are capable of.Be sure that you communicate well with your participant.  Go over the steps before you begin  transfer or ambulation.  This way, everyone understands what their role will be.  This prevents injury to both you and your participant.Sometimes, your job is to help the participant and his family learn to do things in a safer way.  This can be challenging as people develop habits that are difficult to change.  However, with perseverance, you can help your participant and his family understand and learn safer ways to transfer and ambulate.  Always set a good example, even when the participant or family refuses to follow your direction.  If you feel this is a safety concern for your participant; report your concerns to your supervisor.Non-skid, well fitting shoes and clothing are very important for your participant’s safety while ambulating.  Encourage him to wear appropriate attire and shoes.  If you feel that his choice is unsafe, help him make a better choice – and, explain to him why it is a safer choice.



SAFE TRANSPORTATION 
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Transporting participants in 
your car: 

• Check the service plan for where you can and can’t 
take the participant. 

• Use safety belts for both the driver and rider. 
• Obey all traffic laws 
• Allow extra time if making an appointment is the 

goal. 
• Remember handicap hang tags if appropriate. 
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If you are allowed, you may be asked to transport your participant for shopping trips, doctors appointments, spiritual services, or other social activities that are deemed appropriate and therapeutic.This is a big responsibility!  Be sure that you take safety precautions to prevent injury to your participant or yourself both during the car ride and while at your destination.  Take care to monitor your participant of fatigue, and be ready to cut the outing short if he shows signs of becoming weak.Use care when helping your participant ambulate to and from the car.  Obstacles such as stairs, uneven side walks, curbs, and even animals can cause tripping hazards that could cause a fall.  Just like inside the home, be sure the walking path is clear for your participant.  Always use safety belts for you and your passengers.  Obey all traffic laws, and practice defensive driving.  Allow extra time for the outing, and give the participant time to transfer into and out of the car safely.  Give him time to enjoy his time out of his home.  Take time to point out interesting things along your route and keep him engaged in his community.When you park the car, aske the participant to stay seated until you can come to his side of the vehicle and assist him out of the car.  Use the same ambulation assistance that you would use in the home, but be prepared for obstacles that may cause your participant to become unsteady.  When in the store, take the opportunity to get some exercise for your participant by allowing him to push the cart.  If he is severely disabled, he may need to use the powered shopping carts that are available at many stores.  Use your best judgement, and work with your participant’s wishes.If your participant has a handicap hang tag, remember to bring it along with you so that you can park closer to your destination.  This will help your participant by preventing fatigue.  Of course, remember to remove the tag and give it back to your participant once you return to his home.
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Observation and Documentation for 
Home Care and Agency  Providers: 
• Observing and reporting is the most important way 

an attendant care provider assists the nurse and 
other members of the health care team to identify 
the needs of the participants. 

• Observation of the participant is a continuous 
process. 

• Observation is more  
than just careful watching,  
it includes listening to the  
participant, talking to him/her, 
and asking questions. 
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We will wrap up our training today by discussing observation and documentation.  All of your great care must be documented for the participant’s record, and so you can be paid accurately for your work time.The information that you document on your care notes is very important to the participant, the family, the doctor, and the care team you work with.  It is the story of the care you and the team provide.  It documents the progress of the patient, and in many cases, supports his need for care to insurance companies and other regulatory agencies.When you are in a home, you do not make a singular observation first thing upon your arrival and then that’s that.  Observation is a continual process, and you will make notes about your participant’s behavior, responses, and activities throughout the day.Observation can be either objective or subjective.  You’ll learn about those in just a moment.  Documentation, however, is always objective – or, factual and non judgmental.



Objective Observation: 
• Includes information gathered through the senses: 

• Sight:   
• Note any rash, diarrhea, skin color change, or swelling? 

• Sound:  
• Has the participant developed a cough, wheezing, 

difficulty breathing, moans? 
• Smell:  

• Do you smell foul odors or urine odors? 
• Touch:  

• Has the participant developed a fever, change in pulse, 
change in skin texture or other sign of change? 

• The change can be measured scientifically. 
• The note should not contain opinions or feelings, “Just the 

facts, Ma’am” 
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Objective observations are “the facts”.  It includes what you can see, hear, smell, or touch.  You use this type of documentation when you are writing down things that you, yourself, saw, heard, smelled, or touched.  There are several examples on the slide.When documenting objective observations, remember that you are only writing what you actually saw, heard, smelled, or touched.  You are not interpreting those into what you think they might mean.  Read the following examples about documenting a skin observation:Correct:  “Area about the size of a quarter that is red noted on Mrs. Smith’s right buttock.  No opening in the skin seen.”Incorrect:  “Mrs. Smith has a big red infection on her behind.”Can you tell the difference?  In the correct example, the caregiver wrote down exactly what they saw: a red area the size of a quarter on the right buttock and the area didn’t seem to have broken skin.  In the incorrect example, the caregiver made a judgement about what the red area was, and left out details such as the size and the exact location.



Subjective Observation: 
• Means quoting or interpreting what the participant says 

or is feeling such as: 
• “I’m sick” 
• “I don’t feel like eating” 
• “I am better today” 

• The phrase cannot be measured scientifically. 
• This comment contains the participant’s opinions or 

feelings. 
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Subjective observation is when you observe something from the point of view of the participant.  It is what he’s feeling, and the words he uses to tell you these feelings.  Because subjective observations cannot be measured, we must take them at face value.  This means that you will record exactly what the participant tells you.  You can also include some objective observation to that either confirms, or contradicts what the participant is saying for clarification; but you’ll always write exactly what the participant says about the situation. Let’s take our examples from the objective observation slide and build in some subjective observations:Correct:  “Area about the size of a quarter that is red noted on Mrs. Smith’s right buttock.  No opening in the skin seen. She says she has no pain and stated ‘my daughter says it’s not bad and she’ll keep an eye on it for me’. ”Incorrect:  “Mrs. Smith has a big red infection on her behind.  She should get it looked at.  I think her daughter knows about it already.”Now, in the first example, the caregiver added an objective statement (zero pain) about a subjective feeling (pain).  Then, the caregiver added a quote from the participant about who knows about the area, and the plans that are in place to care for the area.  The quote is subjective, but it should be included exactly as the participant tells you.In the second example, the caregiver continues to use their own interpretation of the situation instead of writing down facts.  Instead of recording what the participant stated, they wrote down what they thought the participant meant.  This is incorrect, and doing so can lead to misunderstandings and gaps in care.  



Recording General Participant 
Observations: 
• Document if there is any significant change in the 

participant’s physical or mental condition. 
• You must report this to your participant’s 

representative or agency supervisor by 
telephone as soon as possible.  

• If the change is not significant, simply note the 
change on the visit record and submit the visit 
record as per policy. 
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Throughout your day, you will document your care as you give it.



Reportable Observation 
Examples: 
• Unusual Odor 
• Bleeding 
• Difficulty arousing 

from a nap 
• Sudden inability to 

perform ADL’s 
• Change in movement 

or balance 
• Slurred speech 
• Difficulty breathing 

• Severe pain 
• Fall or accident 
• Increased confusion 
• Mood swings 
• Skin tears or unusual 

bruising 
• Seizures 
• Abnormal Vital Signs 
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Documentation: 
Each attendant care provider is responsible for 
recording complete and accurate details 
of the care given.  

 
Remember:  

If it is not documented, legally it was not done. 
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This is a very big take away for you.  In the eyes of the law, if you do not document the care you performed, it wasn’t done.  Always record the care you give, and the things you see, hear, smell, or touch.  This way, a complete picture of the care your participant needs and receives is clear to everyone involved.	



Documentation Guidelines: 
• Write legibly. 
• All notes must include: 

•  Time in and time out 
•  Name, title of the worker 
•  Date 
• Documentation related to progress or lack of    

progress toward Service Plan goals and objectives. 
• If you make a mistake: 

• Draw a single line through the mistake.  Do not scribble or 
use “White-Out” or other correction fluid! 

• Initial and date the lined out item. 
• Then record the correct information 

• Only report what you have personally observed or performed. 
• Never report activities performed by other personnel or 

family as if you did them. 
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Your agency will have specific guidelines about how you will document your participant’s care and how you will document your work time.  Ask your supervisor and be sure you are familiar with your agency’s rules.This slide offers some guidelines to help you know what to expect.Always follow your agency’s policies for documentation.  These policies are written to conform to regulatory agency and legal requirements.Always write legibly.  If no one can read what you wrote,  your documentation is much less useful.  Illegible writing can lead to errors and calls from the agency to you asking you to correct the documentation.If you write something on the patient’s record and then realize that you wrote it by mistake, simply use a single line through the incorrect information.  The information should never be obliterated by white-out or by scribbling.  The incorrect information should still be readable by others reviewing the chart.  Your single line through the entry and the date/you initials indicating the time you removed the entry is the proper way to ‘correct’ the mistake.Only document what you, yourself, have personally observed or performed.  Do not report activities performed by others in a way that makes it appear that you performed them yourself.  For instance, if the participant’s family performed the bath, you would note that the participant’s family either told you they performed the bath (if you did not witness it yourself), or that you saw the participant’s family perform the bath (if you witnessed it).  You would not simply note that the participant received a bath which infers that you are the one who performed the activity.



Documentation Guidelines: 

Final Reminder: 
• Never document before a procedure is completed. 
• Do not leave spaces or skip lines between entries. 
• Time and date all entries, and sign with your name and 

title. 
• Report the events in the order in which they occur. 
• Include the persons present at the event. 
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To wrap up our learning about documentation, here are some final reminders:Never document a procedure before you do it.  Even if your participant’s routine is the same thing every visit, if you document that you have him a bath before you do so and then something happens that prevents you from actually giving the bath, you have committed fraudulent documentation!  Don’t do this!When writing on the care note, do not leave blank lines between your notes. If you do, this leaves a space that someone may add information to; and that’s not acceptable.Do not leave space at the end of a line.  If you don’t use the entire line, draw a line though it to the end so no one else can document on that same line.Be sure to time and date each entry you add to the participant’s record.Record events in the order they occur.  If you forget to document something and need to add it to the record later, there is a specific way to add the information.  This will vary with each agency, so check with your supervisor about how to document a “late entry” or “documentation addendum”.When documenting, especially when you are documenting about an incident, be sure to include the persons present at the event.  This may include the participant, yourself, family members, community members, or members of the care team.



 Are you ready? 
• You have just finished the Attendant Care Training.  

We hope you have found this helpful in caring for your 
participant and helping them remain in their home and 
community.   

• You will now complete a short test on the material that 
was covered. You must pass with a 75% or higher.   

• Once you have passed, you will receive a certificate 
from your agency or the participant’s service advisor.  

• Please make sure a copy of the certificate is placed in 
your employee file. 

Best of Luck!   
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